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Change No. 15 (July 1968) to Circular N, Manual of Surface Observations (WBAN),
7th Edition (Revised), April 1966.

Orientation Preface

The most significant items in this change, in addition to the pen and ink changes,
are as follows:

Chapter 2: (1) 52420.(3) (AF). Addition of a statement concerning ten minute mean
RVR.

(2) 52424 thru 2426.3. Addition of AF criteria for reporting RVR and
evaluation of RVR computer, meter, and recorder readouts.

(3) 5 2650. Revised th respect to use of day or night scale in
determining RVV or RVR.

(4) 2680. Equipment Outage. Redefines responsibility for monitoring
the performance of transmissometer systems.

(5) 12690. Procedures for advising restoration of transimissometer
equipment revised.

(6) 52712. Procedures for entry of control tower visibility in Col. 4a
clarified.

(7) $2731. Explanation of format for encoding of RVV expanded.

(8) 2740. Explanation of format for encodingof RVR for local dissem-
ination revised and expanded.

(9) $2745 thru 2747.1. Addition of AF criteria for reporting, encoding
and dissemination of RVR data,

(10) 2850. Explanation of format for encoding of RVR for longline
transmission expanded.

(11) 52860-2860.1. Addition of AF procedures for encoded format and
ten minute mean RVR dissemination.

(12) Table 2-2, (AF). Addition of RVR Equation Table.

(13) Tables 2-2 and 2-3 a, b, andcchanged toTA465-0-2and TA 465-
0-3A, B, and C.

Chapter 3: Section 3100. Revises definitions of "Tornadoes, Waterspoutsor Funnel
Clouds."

Section 3200. Revises definition, evidence of occurrence and intensity
criteria for thunderstorms.

Chapter 5: ,5690. (5) (AF). Adds a new subparagraph concerning dissemination- -locally of temperature values.
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Chapter 7: Y7032.1. (AF). Adds instructions for obtaining "r" pressure computation
values,

$7210.1. (AF). Provides for use of an estimated temperature 12 hours 4
ago in determining 12-hour mean temperature argument.

17411, Adds instruction for AF preparation of altimeter setting tables.

17421 .(A F). Re vises instructions for redetermination of altimeter setting.

57630 (1). Adds ,.."more at the time of the observation."

17680.1. (AF). Instruction for AF use of microbarographin determining
station pressure.

$7684.1., .2 and .3. Revises instructions for correction of mercury
barometer readings.

17720. (2). Revises instructions for entry of comparison data in stand-
ardizing aneroid pressure instruments.

Chapter 8: 18473. Revises instructions for entry of peak speed and direction data
at AF stations.

T8473.1. Provides for the entry, under certain conditions, of peak speed
and direction data even though there is a break in the recorder trace,

Chapter 9: Table 9-1. Adds additional footnotes for inclusion of AF requirements.

59131. Revises criterion for taking a special observation following a
break in the hourly observation schedule.

$9131. (1). Revises criteria for taking special observations on changes
in ceiling values.

$9131. (3). Revises criteria for taking special observations on changes
in prevailing visibility values.

19131. (4) (b). Adds additional criteria for AF taking of special obser- .
vations on RVR.

19140. Restates requirement for taking local observations.

$9141. Revises criteria for taking local observations.

Chapter 10. 110181. Revises instructions for "AF, N" reporting of runway surface
condition and reading,

f10182. (3) (a). Includes AF in instructions for reporting of "K" data.

T 10320(2). Revises criteria for taking and disseminating local obser-
vations,

Chapter I" I I 102 . I (A F). Provides f"or alternat e procedi. es for AF x Ie of pen ur
pencil in recording o. 4ervational data.

1 1024. Revises instructions for dissemination of statistical data.
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S11026. (2) (c). Adds AF instruction for documentation of "corrected"
reports.

111212. (AF) Adds AF, instructions for equipment and outage remarks
in Block 90 of WBAN Form 10.

$11220. (AF) Revises AF instructions for entry of selected data on
WBAN Form 10.

111221. (AF) Revises AF instructions for entries in addition to those

specified in 111220 (AF) on WBAN Form 10.

Chapter 12: 512123.1. Revises AF procedures for reporting clear air turbulence.

112210. Now considered a WBAN instruction.

$12210.2. (AF) Adds an elaboration on the dissemination of pilot reports.

512420. (AF) (2). Deletes remainder of sentence after "report."

*

*
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Additional Pen and Ink Change.-

Chapter 1: (1) Page 1- 5, Table 1-4:
(a) Delete entire colunmn headed "ozzle lift 4 132 gi. hyd. or

1-47 gni. helium".

(b) Change 0:20 seconds heipgbf 4 30 gink. col. from "230" to "240"
and "920" to "930' for 1 mninute and 20 seconds.

(c) Delete from Footnote 3 "and at Air Force Stations using
nozzle NIL-462/UIM.

(d) Dclvtte Footnote 4.

(2) Page 1-25, Table 1-9:

(a) Ceiling Designator "R (1)'', line 5, change ''altiforin'' to 'non-
ci rrifor in''.

9b) Ceiling Designator "R (2) (B)", line 2, ch&onge "(Air Force
WPC916B)" to "(DOD-WPC 9- 16)".

(3) Page 1- 26, delete frcm 511612.3(3) "when observed by r-adar- andJ
not otherwise r'eported, e.g., Col. 3".

(4) Page 1-26, 111612.5 (AF), delete in its entirety. AF sta,,P'rms are no
longer- required to r-eport operational status e'oatractiorr for AN/
TPQ- 11 equipment.

(5) Page 1-28, change second sentence of 111620 in the lead par'agraph
to read "except (1), (2) and (10) which will be ...

(6) Page 1-29, delete 111631. (AF).j

Chapter 2: Page 2-11, insert a new subparagraph numxber "2724.1. N-1B, N)",
immediately following "NSBY 1V2" of the first sentence of 112724.Chaper : Pge 311,Tabe 35, cang "Havy hunersorm to Sevre huI

Chapter 3: Pag 3-n. al"-. hne"ev Tudrtr"to"eee'hn

Chapter 4: (1) Page 4-7, delete "(WB, N)" fr'om 114331.

(2) Page 4-9, delete "(WB, N)" from 114350.

(3) Page 4-10, change "(WB-l)" to "(WB-l, AN) in 114360(6).

(4) Page 4-10, delete "(WB, N)" from 114370.

Chapter 5: Page 5-9, change to read "Obse rve dry- bulb and dew-point temnper'atur'es
at each recor-d observation" in 115323(t).

Chapter 8: (1) Page 8-1, insert "(WB)" following (3) and (4) of 118130.

(2) Page 8-3, insert "(WB)" between "re cords." and "During" of 118311(1).

(3) Page 8-7, delete 518510.5) (Al).

II-iv
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Chapter 9: Page 9-6, delete reference to Footnote 2 following the word "broadcast"
in the fourth line of 19151.

Chapter 10: (1) Page 10- 1, 110111, change t,) read "and are not to be transmitted
over longline teletypewriter circuits"

(2) Page 10-2, Table 10-1, under "Order and Format of Data Groups",
change "3R 2 4 R12 4 R24" to "3R 2 4 R 2 4 R2 4 R2 4 '

(3) Retain deletion of 2hor5 h8 5 hW5 3 from Table 10-I1. Transmission
Requirements for, Coded Remarks.

(4) Retain deletion of 10156. (WB) Height of 850-Millibar Surface.

(5) Page 10-11, insert "(WE. N)" following 110310.1.

I~ Chapter 11: (1) Page 11-3, 511031. (AP), change "disposal" to "disposition".

(2) Page 11-5, 111201. , insert "(WB, N)" following paragraph number.

~ ((3) Page 11-5, 111201, delete last two "(AF)" sentences.

(4) Page 11-7, $11207.6, insert "(WB, N) (Cols. 57-58)" following para-
graph numbe r.

(5) Page 11-7, 511208., insert "(WB, N)" following paragraph number.

(6) Page 11-7, 111211., insert "(WE, N)" following paragraph number.

The following interim lnstructi-rns may be discarded:

MAL 52-64 Nov. 17, 1964- RVV and RVR Obser-vations During Snow Conditions.

MAL 14-65 July 30, 1965 - AWS Interim Change to Circular N.

WBANNICXIV-1I May 5, 1966 - AWS Interim Change XIV-1.

MAL 5-66 March 7, 1966 - Manual of Surface Observations (WEAN), Cir'-I f cular N, 7th Edition.

MAL 16-66 June 22, 19F6 - Transmissometer and RVR Computer Equipment
Operation --rd Maintenance.

II*1 Memorandumn Jan. 9, 1967 - Content of Aviation Observations.

WBANNICXIV-2 Jan. 1-. -1967 - AWS Interim Change XIV-2.

WBANNICXIV-3 Feb. 23, 1967 - AWS !rterim Change XIV-3.

IiMAL 5-67 April 13, 1967 - Definition of Runway Visual Range (RVR).

WBANNICXIV-4 May 1, 1967 - AWS Interim Change XI'V-4.
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Eff. 7- 1- 68 VISIBILITY 2-5

2300, (WB, N) RUNWAY VISIBILITY 2340. Emergency Local Disnemina-
tion. (See 12750.)

2310. Definition. Runway visibility is
the visibility along an identified runway. 2400. RUNWAY VISUAL RAN.GE
Where a transmissometer is used for
measurement, the instrument is call- 2410. Definition. The maximum dis-
brated to indicate values statistically fance in the direction of take-off or land-
comparable to those that would be ob- ing at which the runway or the specified
served by a human observer, using as lights or markers delineating it can be
targets either dark objects against the seen from a position above a spec. .ed
horizon sky during daylight or nmoder- point on its center line at a height corres-
ately intense unfocused lights at night. ponding to the average eye-levelof pilots

at touchdown.
2320. Transmissometer Determina-

tion. Runwayvisibility values determined 2410.1. In the United States, runway
from a transmissometer are applicable visual range (RVR) is a value determined
only to the specified runway or runways normally by instruments located along-
near which the instrument is located, side and about 14 feet higher than the
When the instrument is defective, or center line of the runway and calibrated
when the observer has reliable reports or with reference to the sighting of high
has otherwise determined that the trans- intensity runway lights or the visual con-
missometer indication is not a repre- trast of other targets- -whichever yields
sentative value for the runway, trans- the greater visual range.
missometer data will not be used.

2420. Det.rmintion. Short term aver-
2321. Observational Technique: ages of runway visual range (RVR) may

not be representative for more than a
(1) From "visibility" meters and re- few minutes after they are observed. For

corders equipped with "day" and this reason:
"night" scales, read runway visi-
bility to the nearest reportable val- (1) nominal one-minute values of RVR
ue given in Table 2-1; otherwise, are considered to be valid only for
see (2) below, immediate u~e and are used nly

for local air traffic.
(2) Where or when (1). above, is not

applicable, read transmission to the (2) (WB) ten-minute extreme values of
nearest 1/2% from the recorder RVR are considered to be more
trace or "transmission" meter. Use representative for periods greater
a table appropriate to the baseline than five minutes after observation
to convert transmission to runway and are used for longline transmis-
visibility; e.g., TA 465-0-2A, where sions.
baseline is 750 ft., +10 ft.; TA 465-
0-2B, where baseline is 500 ft., * (3) (AF) the ten-minute mean RVR is
+10 ft. Request tables for other base- considered more representative for
Tines from appropriate headquar- periods greater than five minutes
ters. after observation and is therefore

used for longline transmissions.
2330. Variable Runway Visibility. Run-

way visibility is considered variable 2421. One-Minute Mean RVR. Nor-
when it is less than 2 miles and its range ,nally, only air traffic control personnel
of variability (the extreme values) inthe or other personnel passing information
past ten minutes, as determined by the directly to pilots about to take off or land
transmissometer, includes four ormore will use one- minute values of RVR. These
reportable values (see Table 2-1). (See values are usually read directly from

F 2730 for recording instructions.) self-indicating digital displays but may,
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on occasion, be computed from valueBof had been on setting 5. This is an impor-
atmospheric transmission as read from tant distinction because one-minute
the transmissometer recorder. means of RVR for local dissemination are

based on the light setting in use at the
242 1.1. (WB, N) Digital Displa/s. Read time of observation,

valid RVR values directly from the dig-
ital display. Invalid RVR values are dis- 2424. (AF) Air Force stations will re-
played as follows: port RVR based on data received from a

transmissometer located within 2000 feet
(i) Test values are indicated by a "T" of the runway threshold.

in the third digit position.
* 2425. (AF) The one-minute mean RVR

(2) When high intensity runway lights will be based on the current light setting
are off, or on light settings . or 2, for the primary runway in use. The ten-
the letter "L" will appear in the minute mean RVR will be based on the
third digit position, highest available light setting for the pri-

mary runway in use.
(3) Errors in the transmission of RVR

values from the basic unit to the * 2426. (AF) RVR will be obtained by the
display unit are indicated by an "E" following methods which are listed in
in the third digit position. The priority order of usage: a

Aeronca computers indicate this
type of error by a red over-light on * 2426,1. RVR Computer:
the digital display.

(1) With the computer Light Setting
2421.2. (WB, N) Manually Computed Switch in the "NORMAL" positivn,

One-Minute Means. Because of laginthe obtain the one-minute mean RVR
transmissometer recorder system, the value directly from the PRIMARY
instantaneous indications on the recorder readout. RVR values 10- and 60+, are
trace or on the transmission indicator displayed as-- and++ respectively.
dial may be considered as nominal one-
minute means of atmospheric transmis- (2) Obtain the ten-minute mean RVR
sion. These indications can be converted value from the SECONDARY read-
directly to runway visual range equiva- out. Since the SECONDARY readout
lents whenever the appropriate runway indicates RVR in increments of 100
light setting and day or night condition feet, the indicated value must be
are known. This computation is made by converted to the nearest reportable
using TA 465-0-3A, B, C as appropriate, value bf RVR contained in TA 465-

0-3B. When the indicated value is
2422. (WB) Ten-Minute Extremes of halfway between reportable values,

RVR. Ten-minute extreme values (lowest use the lower value, e.g.. it the indi-
and highest) of RVR are determined by cated value is 21, report -,'he ten-
selecting the values indicated on the re- minute mean RVR as 20. When the
corder chart and cenverting to hundreds RVR computer is not beingoperated
of feet by using TA 465-0-3A, B, C. on the highest available runway light

setting, the reportable RVR value
2423. (WB) When ten-minute extremes must also be converted to a val,!.

of RVR are determined for longline dis- based on the highest available light
se'mination, values based on light setting setting, before it can be used for re-
5 will always be used regardless of the porting purposes. To do this, enter
light setting actually in use. These RVR the day or night column, as appropri-
values represent the lowest and highest ate, of Table 2-2 and select the sub-
of all RVR values that would have been column headed with the current run-
present during the ten-minute period way light setting. Locate the report-
prior to observation if the runway lights able ten-minute mean RVR value

21
. . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . ]
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within this column and move hori- NOTE: The transmissometer RANGE
zontally to the subcolumn headed SWITCH may be placed in the HIGH mode
with the highest available runway during low transmissivity conditions.
light setting (normally light setting Tranamissivity values obtained from
5). The vaiue contained in this col- either the recorder or meter while in the
umn will be reported as the ten min- HIGH mode, must be divided by five be-
ute mean RVR. (NOTE: Where a fore entering the transmissivity tables in
dash (-) appears in the column, this chapter.
move up the column toAhere a value
appears., 2426.3. (A r ) Meter or Recorder Inop-

erative. Determine the mean transmis-
Examples: sivity value from the available indicator

and follow the instructions described in
(1) A reportable RVR value of 22 at subparagraphs 2426.2 (3) and (4). Do not

night, with the RVR computer oper- determine a ten minute mean trans-
ating on L.S. 3, equates to a report- missivity val=,- solely from the meter.
able RVR value of 30 when the highest
available light setting for the pri- 2430. Discontinue RVR observations
mary runway in use is L.S. 5. whenever it is determined from a reli-

able source that the indicated value dif-
(2) A reportable RVR value of 26 at fers hy more than 400 feet from actual

night, with the RVR computer oper- conditions within the area of the trans-
ating on L.S. 3, equates to a report- missometer.
able RVR value of 30 when the highest
available light setting for the pri- 2440. (WB) Emergency LocalDissem-
mary runway in use is L.S. 4. ination. (See 12750) when readouts used

by traffic control personnel are inopera-
* 2426.2. (AF) Meter and Recorder: tive weather station personnel will-

(1) Determine the one minute mean ()" Relay RVR and/or RVV information
transmissivity value by reading the to traffic control personnel as long
meter, and reviewing the past one as weather station equipment is
minute trace of the recorder record, known to be operating correctly (and,

in the case of RVR, the high intensity
(2) Determine the ten minute mean runway lights are on a setting of 3 or

transmissivity value from the past higher).
ten minute trace of the recorder
record. (2) Base RVR values on light setting 5

when an operating computed readout
(3) Subtract the current background il- is not available and the control tower

lumination transmissivity value has not specifically requested data
from the indicated transmissivity for a lower light setting.
value to obtain the corrected value
of transmissivity. 2500. CONTROL TOWER OBSERVA-

TIONS.
(4) Using the corrected value of trans-

missivity, obtain RVR from TA 465- 2510. (We, N) Weather Bureau - Navy
0-3B. Practice. (See $2511 and 2512, below.)

(a) Use the current light setting for 2511. (WB, N) Control Tower Action.
the primary runway in use to Unless otherwise authorized, control
determine the one minute mean tower personnel certificated for the pur-
RVR, and pose will maintain a continuous watch

of prevailing visibility when the pre-
(b) Use the highest available light vailing visibility at the usual point of ob-

setting for the primary runway servation (see 12512) is less than four
in use to determine the ten min- miles. During this condition, control
ute mean RVR. tower personnel will;
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(1) notify the weather station promptly where the observer's view of the
of changes in prevailing visibility horizon is obstructed, such as by
at the control tower level of one or trees, buildings, etc. For example,
more reportable values (Table 2- 1). any atmospheric obstruction to vi-
Each observation may be used for .ion (smoke, fog, thick ground fog,
aircraft operations immediately but etc.) that is uniformly distributed to
it should be transmitted to the heights above the level of the tower
weather station as promptly as pos- is sufficient reason for evaluating
sible.1 When visibility is reported the weather station visibility to be
as variable, subsequent actual ob- the same as the tower level value.
served values may be used by the
control tower as official values if (4) arrange for retention of records of
within the limits of variability, control-tower observations (graphic
These values need notbe transmitted transcription record will normally
to the weather station, suffice) for a minimum of 30 days

and until they have been compared
(2) Record on graphic transcription with entries on WBAN Form 10.

equipment (Tel Autograph, etc.) The records may then be destroyed.
WBAN Form 10, or a separate
tabulation sheet the following data 2600. TRANSMISSOMETER
for each observation in (1) above:

( 2610. Operation. Operate the trans-
(a) Time of observation. missometer in accordance with National

Bureau of Standards Report No. 25811
(b) Prevailing visibility. (Revised) and separate instructions.

Where they differ, the separate instruc-
(c) Remarks 4such as visibility in tions will take precedence, within the

different sectors), service(s) concerned, over the National

Bureau of Standards instructions. Air
(d) Observer's initials. Force stations use TO 31M1-2GMQ-61

and 31M1-2 FMNI-2.
2512. (WB, N) Weather Station Action.

Weather station personne will: 2610.1. (AF)Thetrans riissometerwill
be operated continuously.

(1) notify the control tower whenever
the prevailing visibility at theweath- 2620. (WB) Tower Notification. Notify
er station observation point de- the tower and IFR room immediately of
creases to less than four miles, or performance checks, (including daily and
increases to equal or exceed four weekly checks) or adjustments such as
miles. background adjustments (12630) and zero

adjustments that are likely to affect their
(2) re-evaluate weather station prevail- readings of runway visibility or runway

ing visibility immediately upon re- visual range.
ceipt of a diffe-ing control-tower
value, and upon receipt of subsequent 2630. (WB, N) Background Measure-
reportable changes. ments and Adjustments. These instruc-

tions are applicable at transmissometer
(3) use control tower values of prevail- stations not equipped with RVR com-

ing visibility as a guide in deter- puters. Separate instructions will be
mining the weather station value supplied for use at computer instal-

lations. "Background Level" measure-
ments should be made whenever it is

1This procedure is also applicable if likely that the background level may
previous visibility value was above 4 be great enough to invalidate the RVV
milea but is iioted to have worsened or RVR values determined from the
rapidly to below 4 miles. equipment.
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2630.1. (WB, N) Method of Measure- chart carton and enter on the carton the
ment: station name, dates for beginning and

ending of the roll, and the runway iden-
(1) Depress the BACKGROUND switch tification. Hold used roll on station for 15

to the TEST position. days. If no request is received within
that time, for review or copy of any por-

(2) Read the indicated value of the tion of the roll, mail it to the National
adjacent recorder trace. Weather Records Center (NWRC). Please

check each chart roll, immediately be-
(3) Release the switch button (to return for forwarding to the NWRC, to insure

it to NORMAL position), that the full identification specified in (1)
of 12640 has been entered.

(4) If the reading in (2) exceeds 1% of
fullscale, adjust the ZERO ADJUST- 2650. Use of Day or Night Scale. Indce-
MENT control, as necessary to re- termining runway visibility or runway
duce the reading to near zero. visual range from a meter or a recorder,

the observer should select the appropri-
2631. (WB,N) Daily and Weekly Checks. ate time for changing from day to night

In addition to the background measure- values or vice versa. In general, the day
ment specified in 12630, see separate scale should be used in the evening until
instructions appropriate to the agency, low intensity lights on the airport com-

plex are clearly visible, and the night
2610. Annotation of Recorder Charts. scale should be used in the morning until

these lights begin to fade.
(1) Place the station name, time check,

date - time group (local time), run- 2660. (WB) Readout Check. Check con-
way number, and length of trans- current readings of all readouts, (usually
missometer baseline at the begin- in tower, IFR roorr and WB) once during
ning and ending of each chart, each 8-hour shift. Simultaneous read-

ings, made with the assistance of IFRor
(2) Enter a time check and date - time tower personnel, should conform to the

group near each noon line on the following standards:
chart.

(A) RVR computer readouts should dis-
(3) indicate maintenance shui-downs or pl ay ide.tical values at all sitions

other periods of nonoperation by in- and should also normally agree with-
scribing time checks and date - in one reportable value with concur-
time groups at the end of one period rent values derived from the record-
of operation and beginning of the er trace and appropriate tables.
next.

(E.) RVV meter readouts should display
(4) Enter a time check and date - time approximately identical values at all

group near the trace whenever noti- positions. Meter recorder compari-
fled of an aircraft accident or mishap sons are made with the system in a
in the vicinity of the station, test condition, as follows, and in-

volve the controls on the indicator
(5) Adjust the chart to correct time panel:

whenever the time error is 5 min-
utes or more and note the correc- (1) Inform meter readout positions
tion and a new time check on the of the beginning of the test
recorder chart, period.

2641. (WB) Dispositc,n of Charts. When (2) Switch the ZERO control to
the chart on a recorder roll-hasbenex.. TEST position.

S ,' hausted, insert the used roll into anempty
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(3) Use the ZERO ADJUSTMENT (10) Inform the meter readout posi-
control, if necessary, to zero tions of the end of the test.
the recorder.

(11) Discontinue the use of meters
(4) Obtain meter readings from all that do not agree with calibrated

positions in terms of the + de- recorder readings within the
parture of each meter needle limits specified above. Notify
from the "0" graduation of the the responsible electronic tech-
meter scale, in terms of the nician of meters that falloutside
width of the needle at the cirf-le these limits.
separating the night and day
scales. Departures should not 2670. Transmission Variation. Almost
exceed +0.5%, i.e., a departure all short-tdrrj fluctuations of runway
equal to one needle width, visibility or runway visual range as dis-

played on the recorder and applicable
(5) Reset ZERO switch to NOR- meter or computer readout are real.

MAL. The transmissometer is very sensitive
to the varying light transmission char- 4

(6) Set the CALIBRATE switch to acteristics of the atmosphere; variations
CALIBRATE. which occur particularly under low visi-

bility conditions. For this reason, caution
(7) Adjust the CALIBRATION AD- must be used in rejecting visibility or

JUSTMENT control for a re- visual range values as erroneous.
corder reading as follows:

Transmisaometer Co~wmrveioai Value. 2670.1. A lamp which is failing can
cause false transmission variations (see

SRunway Visibility separate instructions applicable to the 4
Range agency).

Baslin Baseli500t 7Oft * 2680. Equipment Outage. The FAA is
Beline 'BeBaseline responsible for monitoring the perform-I... ance and determining the operational

Readings 64,3 77.4 82.6 75.1 status of all RVR/RVV systems not an
- .. 0.e , par, of an AMOS, for removing

Equivalent -1 from and restoring to service such sys-
oA 00% of 100% of 98.60of 98 o tems, and for advising all concerned of
Scale full scale full scale full scale full scal such actions. Whenever a malfunctioning

Sgnt 3is suspected arrangements will be made
incremonts. for necessary electronic, performance

and visual checks on the system includ-
(8) Obtain meter readings from all ing, if feasible, a comparisonof indicated

positions in terms of the + de- values with conditions in the area of the
parture of each meter needle transmissotneter. If the malfunctioning
from the 1-7/16 mile DAY scale is obvious or is verified by the checks,
graduation mark on the meter the system will be taken out of use until
face. The meter needles should repairs are made. Upon removal of the
not depart from the specified system from service the following action
graduation by more than about will be initiated:
four needle widths.

(1) Notify immediately all readout posi-
(9) Adjust the CALIBRATION AD- tions (either RVR or RVV) that data

JUSTMENT control until the re- are no longer valid and shall not be
corder reading is 90.0 and reset used.
the CALIBRATE switch to NOR- (
MAL.

A
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(2) Notify the responsible electronic 2711. Enter the visibility at the usual
technician of the malfunction as point of observation in Col. 4.
quickly as possible.

* 2712. (WB, N) Enter control tower
* (3) Enter a notation of the outage on the visibility in Col. 4a, when the prevailing

?AA maintenance form showing the visibility at the usual point ofobservation
date and time the system is taken is less than 4 miles, unless exther
out of service.

(1) the visibility at the usual point of
:690. (WB) Equipment Restored to observation is twice or more than

Servij.e. When the FAA determines the twice the visibility at the tower
system has been restored to operational level, or
status and returns it to service, all
readout positions will be notified that (2) the tops of surface-based obscuring
RVR or RVV data may now be used and phenomena present are below the
an appropriate notation will be made on level of the tower.
the FAA maintenance form showing the
date and time the system was placed 2713. Priority for Coding. Whenever
back in service, an entry of prevailing visibility is made

in Col. 4A use this value in coding the
2700. ENTRIES ON WBAN FORM 10 aviation report. Otherwise use the value

entered in Col. 4. The entry in Col. 4 will
2710. Prevailing Visibility. (Colo. 4 always be used in coding synoptic obser-

and 4A) Enter reportable values, in ac- vations and for climatological purposes.
cordance with Table 2-1.

2714. Variable Visibility. When the
1,3 visibility entered in either Col. 4 or

TAPr' 2-1. Reporlabie aieibli~y values (miles) Col. 4a is less than 3 miles and the
InmwLentsof partmn (mIa observer has determined that it was

0 62 variable, enter 'V" following the visi-
_ - -- bility value.

0 h 13. 2 2)j 3 10 15,
3e 3t 1% 2 Y, 3 4 II 20 2720. Remarks. (Col. 13) Enter visi-

I3 2% 5 12 25 bility data in this column in accordance
'k 1, 6 13 30 with 12721-2724. When these remarks

14 3 are not otherwise identified, they will re-
28 : 40 late to the same observation point as theS 1%1 2 9etc.

Ivisibility value used in the body of the
-coded aviation weather report.

statute miles fit land statio; nautical mlta an Na-
vy ships sad ocean-etia vessels. When the visi- 2721. Visibictors. Enter sec-
bility is halfway between conecutive tabuJar values tor visibility wh3n it differs from the
select the lower value. prevailing visibility and:

2W16en the prevailing visibtlity is judged to exceed:
() 15 miles, but no markers are preent beyCnd 1 (1) is less than 3 miles,or

menlesi code the vierbtlaty si gi-(2) the distance of the most dtstant marker beyond
1$ miles by more than 10%, enter the tabular (2) is considered operationally signifi-
value appropriate to the moOt distmarker and cant when equal to or more than 3

fli it with A '+' oyawhl. miles.
3 Sufflx a "V' for "variable", to the overage of several
observed values. whenever the prevUing vitibUlty. Prefix each value with the corresponding
(I) i lees thn 3 mUes, and
(2) rapidly incresmes or dec-reases by me or m e sector designator (see 111103.5). With

tabular values (coa eutiwv ncremeL s) during prevailing visibility of 8 miles and
the period ofthe observation, sector visibilities of NE 4, SW 8, NW 2,

enter in remarks VSBY NW 2 NE 4.
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2722. (WB, N) Prevailing Visibility at (2) When prevailing visibility is less

Different Levels. When control tower than the highest inst.-ament mini-
visibility differs from visibility at the mum for the approp iate runway.
usual point of observation and is entered

in Col. 4A, enter, in Col. 13, the visi- (3) (Navy stations only) When runway
bility at the usual point of observation, visibility is considered operation-
e.g., SFC VSBY 2. ally significant.

2722.1. (WB, N) When the control tover 2730.1. (WB) Transmissometer Sta-
visibility differs from visibility at the tions. In normal circumstances, RVV
usual point of observation and is not will not be reported at any station
entered in Col. 4A: where RVR is reported from at least

one runway. An exception to this general
(1) If visibility at the usual point of rule may be made at the observer's

observation is less than 4 miles, discretion when fog, or some other ob-
visibility at the control tower level scuring phenomenon persistently covers
must be entered in remarks, only one part of the airport. When this

condition results in either the RVR or
(2) If visibility at ine usual point of RVV equipped runway being substantially

observation is 4 miles or more, better than the other both RVR and RVV
visibility at the control tower level should be reported to indicate the dis-
need not be entered in remarks parity in visibility conditions at the
unless it is considered operationally airport.
significant.

2730.2. (WB-1) Joint Use Station. Re-
2723. (AF) Prevailing VisibilityatDif- port RVV when transmissometer(s), if

ferent Levels. Enter in Col. 13 prevailing any, are inoperative, and runway visi-
visibility determined at levels other than bility is available from a military source.
the official point of observation, when it
is less than 4 miles and differs from the 2731. (WB,N) Coding of Runway Visi-
value in Col. 4. Each prevailing visibility biit. Runway visibility is encoded in
value entered in Col. 13 will be identified one of the following formats with mean-
by the location from which it was ob- ings as shown:
served, e.g., Col. 4 entry "5", Col. 13
entry "TWR VSBY 3". (1) Rnn(d)VVvv

2724. Variable Visibility. (Col. 13) (2) Rnn(d)VVvvVvv
When prevailing visibility is variable and
is less than 3 miles, enter the range of (3) Rnn(d)VVNO
variability separated by "V"; e.g., "VSBY
IV2". When visibility is reported as vari- R = Indicator that runway number
able, subsequent actual observed values follows.
may be used for local dissemination as
official values if they are between the nn = Number assigned to a particular
limits of variability. These values need runway.
not be recorded separately. Special ob-
servations in accordance with 19131(3) d Designator to distinguish between
need not be recorded or transmitted for parallel runways on the same
visibility changes within this range of airport. Encoded as "R" for
variability, right and "L" for left.

2730. (WB, N) Runway Visibility, Re- VV Indicator that runway visibility
port RVV: data follow.

(1) When it is less than 2 miles along vv = Runway visibility in miles and/
the appropriate runway, or or fractions of miles (report-

able increments of the appro-
priate RVV TA 465-0-2A, B,
or C).
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V = Indicator meaning variable. it highest or less than the lowest re-
will be preceded by "vv" for portable increment in the appropri-
lower limit of variability and ate RVR-transmission conversion
followed by "vv" for upper limit table (TA 465-0-3A, B, or C). For
of variability. For example, run- example, 60+ when RVR exceeds
way visibility on runway 12 vary- 6000 feet, 10- when it is less than
ing from 1/8 mile to I mile 1000 feet, 06- when it is less than
would be coded RI2VVI/8V1. 600 feet, etc.

NO = Indicator that data normally These data will be disseminated locally
transmitted are not available, when required but will not bc given long-

line dissemination.
2731.1. (WB. N) Rnn(d)VVNO is used

whenever the prevailing visibility is less 2745. (AF) Runway Visual Range, Air
than 2 miles and runway visibility is not Force stations will include runway visual
available from a runway for which it is range data in all observations (except
normally reported, single element observations relating to

other weather parameters) when:
2731.2. (WB, N) Report Rnn(d)VVNO

on all appropriate observations unless (1) Prevailing visibility is one mile or
and until the disruption to service has less, or runway visual range is 6000
been reported in a NOTAM. feet or less, and

2731.3. (WB, 1) Runway visibility will (2) A transmissometer is located within
precede all entries in Col. 13 except 2000 feet of the runway threshold.
RVR.

* 2746. (AF) Coding Runway Visual
* 2740. (WB, N) Runway Visual Range Range. Enter RVR as the first element in

(RVR) for Local Dissemination. When a the remarks section (Col. 13). Enter data
local requirement for these data has been as follows:
established by mutual agreement with the
FAA, append the current one-minute RVR Identifier for one minute mean
RVR value, in parentheses, for the appro- RVR data
priate runway(s) to the concurrent avi-

ation observation in the format IMRnn- VRVR One minute mean RVR in incre-
(d)VRVrVr(V s ) where: ments of 200 feet between 1000

and 4000 feet, and increments of
IM = Identifier for a code group of one- 500 feet between 4000 and 6000

minute mean RVR data. feet.

R fIndicator that runway number follows. (VR) Plus (+) or minus (-)sign, when
required

nn Runway number.
/ Data separator

(d) Runway number designator - "R"
for right, "L" for left. RVRM Identifier for ten minute mean

RVR data
VR Indicator that runway visual range

data follow. VRVR Ten minute mean RVRinincre-
ments of 200 feet between 1000

VrVr = One-minute mean RVR in hun- and 4000 feet, and increments of
dreds of feet. 500 feet between 4000 and 6000

feet.

) (V) = Symbol (+ or -) to indicate one-

minute RVR value greater than the (VR) Plus (+) or minus (-)sign, when
required.

296-792 0 - 68 - 2
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Coded Examples: Additional criteria may be used at local

discretion. All values disseminated to the
RVRI0-/RVRMI4, RVRI0-/RVRMI0-, FAA in accordance with these instruc-
RVR45/RVRM60+, RVR60+/RVRM60+. tions should be recorded and the record

maintained for 90 days. The graphic
2746.1. (AF) TA 465-0-3B contains all transcription record (Tel Autograph,

reportable values of RVR. etc.) will serve this purpose.

2746.2.(AF) Enter RVRNOorRVRMNO 2800. RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE (RVR)
when RVR is required to be reportedbut FOR LONGLINE DISSEMINATION
cannot be obtained. When the ten minute
mean value is unobtainable,enter theone 2801. General. RVR data for the ap-
minute mean value followed by RVRMNO, proach end of the runway are included
e.g., RVR36/RVRMNO. When the one in longline transmissions as an aid in
minute mcan value is unobtainable, it is flight planning.
presumed a valid ten ninute mean value
is also unobtainable, therefore, enter the 2810. (WB) Definitions which apply to
single contraction "RVRNO." longline dissemination .f RVR are:

2747. (AF) Local Dissemination of (1) Designated RVR Runway. The run-
RVR. Locally disseminate the one minute way officially designated by the FAA
mean RVR. Localdissemination of the ten for the reporting of RVR values in
minute mean RVR is authorized when longline dissemination. This will
locally requested, or when a single tele- normally be the runway having the
type tape is used for both local and long- lowest instrument minima.
line dissemination.

(2) Secondary RVR Runway. A runway
* 2747.1. (AF) The one minute meanRVR selected by the observer when the

will be disseminated in the format highest ten-minute value for the
RVRVRVn(VR). The format RVRVRIVR Designated RVR Runway is below the
(VR) willbe used for disseminating both Category I RVR minimum for that
RVR values, simultaneously. Dissem- runway. Selection is based on the
inate RVRNO or RVRMNO using the pro- Secondary RV.I Runway
cedures described in 12746.2. Dissemi- (a) being above Category I RVR
nate RVRMNO only when local dissemi- minimum and
nation of the ten minute mean RVR is
authorized. (b) being the runway whose ap-

proach end is most nearly
2750. (WB-1) Emergenc Reporting of aligned with the current wind

Runway Visibility and Runway Visua direction or,
Range. During periods when criteria for
reporting RVR or RVV are met and all (c) having the highest RVR value
FAA readouts of runway visibility and/or when the wind is light and vari-
RVR are out of service but weather sta- able.
tion readouts or recorders are operating;
the weather station will relay to the FAA, (3) Category I. An instrument landing
by graphic transcription or other avail- system performance category based
able means, appropriate values of RVV on a combination of ceiling height
and/or RVR. As a minimum, this infor- and RVR or equivalent visibility val-
mation will be disseminated as soon as ues. The RVR minimum for the
possible whenever the RVR and/or RVV: Designated RVR Runway, at each

airport, is designated by the FAA.
(1) has dropped below the lowest landing

minimum or, (4) Ten-minute RVR extremes. The
lowest and highest RVR values re-

(2) if below, has increased to equal or corded during the last ten minutes
exceed the lowest landing minimum, based on a light setting of 5, regard-

less of the light setting inuse.
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2820. (WB) Reporting Criteria, Include observation has been constant and a
ten-minute extremes of RVR in Record minimum and a maximum report would
and Special observations whenever: be redundant, repoot only the constant

value. The following code formats are
(1) The airport visibility is less than two used; meanings are shown:

miles or (1) Rnn(d)VRVnVn(Vs)VVxTx(Vs)

(2) The Designated RVR Runway indi- (
cates values of 6000 feet or less. (2) Rnn(d)VRVcVc(Vs)

2830. (WB) Preliminary Procedures. (3) Rnn(d)VRNO
Observers must have knowledge of R = Indicator that runway number follows.
(1) Which recorder indicates RVR val- ---m

ues at the approach end of the nn - Runway number.
Designated RVR Runway. (d) Runway number designator - R for

(2) The location of all the other RVR right, L for left.
equipment on the airport and the re-
lation of RVR sensors and readouts VR = Indicator that visual range data
to the runway approaches. follow.

(3) The Category I RVR minimum for VnVn = Lowest value in hundreds of feet
all RVR runways. of runway visual range for the

past 10 minutes.
2840. (WB) Observational Procedures. (V) Symbol (+ or -) to indicate lowest

(1) Check the Designated RVR Runway 10-minute RVR value greater than
recorder trace frequently, the highest or less than the lowest

reportable increment in the ap-
(2) Always consider the latest ten min- propriate RVR-transmission con-

utes when datermining extremes. version table (TA t65-0-3A, B,
or C). For example, 60+ when

(3) When the criteria for making long- RVR exceeds 6000 feet, 10- when
line dissemination of RVR are met, it is less than 1000 feet, 06- when
report the ten-minute extremes for it is less than 600 feet, etc.
the Designated RVR Runway.

V = Indicator separating lowest and high-
(4) If the highest value for the Desig- est values.

nated RVR Runway is below the
Category I minimum, or is not Highest value in hundreds of feet
available (Rnn(d)VRNO, add the ten- of runway visual range for the
minute extremes from a Secondary past 10 minutes.
RVR Runway. If a Secondary RVR
Runway cannot be selected, send VcVc Constant value in hundreds of
only the data from the Designated feet of runway visual range for
RVR Runway. the past 10 minutes.

2850. (WB) Encoding. For longline (V) Symbol (+ or -) to indicate highest

dissemination, RVR is encoded to report 10- minute RVR value greater than
the lowest and highest values of ltVR as the highest or less than the lowest
ciotermined from the most recent ten reportable increment in the ap-
minutes of transmissometer records propriate RVR-transmissioncon-

'€ where the instruments are commissioned version table (TA 465-0-3A, B,
for RVR reporting. When the RVR value or C). For example, 60+ when

during the ten minutes preceding the
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IRVR exceeds 6000 feet, 10- when
it is less than 600 feet, etc.

NO = Indicator that data normally avail-
able from the Designated RVR Run-
way are not available to the ob-
server.

2860. (AP) Air Force Procedures.
Transmit thE ten-minute mean RVR over
longline communications circuits. Long-
line transmission of the one-minute
mean RVR is authorized when a single
teleiype tape is used for both local and
longlilne transmission.

* 2860.1. (AF) The ten-minute mean
RVR will be transmitted in the format
RVRMVRVR(VR). The format RVRVRVR
(VR)/RIVRMVRVR(VR) will be used to
simultaneously transmit the one and ten
minute mean RVR. Transmit RVRMNO
over longline circuits only when the ten
minute mean RVR is not obtainable and
a one minute mean RVR value is re-
ported, otherwise transmit RVRNO.

!I

iI
T+ I
=I

:~I 1
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Table 2-2. (AF) RVR Equation Table

DAY NIGHT

L.S. 2 L.S. 3 L.S. 4 L.S. 5 L.S. 4 L.S. 3 L.S. 2

10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10-
-- -- 10 12 10 -- --

-- -- -- 14 12 10 --

10 10 12 16 14 12 --

12 12 14 18 16 14 12

14 14 -- 20 18 ....
16 16 16 22 -- 16 14
18 18 18 24 20 18 --

20 20 20 26 22 -- 16

22 22 22 28 24 20 --

2 4 2 4 2 4 2 8 - - .. ..

26 26 26 30 26 22 18
28 28 28 32 28 24 --

30 30 30 34 30 -- 20

32 32 32 34 -- -- --

34 34 34 36 -- 26 --

36 36 36 38 32 28 22

38 38 38 38 -- -- --

40 40 40 40 34 -- 24
-- -- -- 40 36 30 --

45 45 45 45 38 32 26
-- -- -- 45 40 -- --

50 50 50 50 -- 34 28
-- - -- 50 - 36 --

55 55 55 55 45 38 30

-- -- -- 55 -- 40 32

60 60 60 60 50 -- 34
60+ 60± 60+ 60+ 55 45 36

60+ 60 50 38/40

60+ 60+ 55 --

60+ 60+ 60 45
60+ 60+ C60+ 50
60+ 60+ 60+ 55
60+ 60t 66, 60
60+ 60+ 60+ 60+

L L.I
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TA 465-0-2A (WB, N) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
1-67 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

WEATHER BUREAU

RUNWAY VISIBILITY FROM TRANSMISSOMETER
CONVERSION TABLE FOR 750-FOOT BASELINE

DAY NIGHT

Corrected Corrected
Transmlssometer Visibility Transmissometer Visibility

Reading Reading

From To From To

.013* .072 1/8 .0101 .029 1/4

.073 .152 3/16 .030 .061 5/16

.153 .231 1/4 .062 .120 3/8

.232 .302 5/16 .121 .205 1/2

.303 .390 3/8 .206 .285 5/8

.39k .481 1/2 .286 .356 3/4

.482 .549 5/8 .357 .417 7/8

.550 .602 3/4 .418 .470 1

.603 .644 7/8 .471 .516 1 1/8

.645 .679 1 .517 .556 1 1/4

.680 .707 1 1/8 .557 .591 1 3/8

.700 .731 1 1/4 .592 .620 1 112

.732 .751 1 3/8 .621 .647 1 5/8

.752 .768 1 1/2 .648 .670 1 3/4

.769 .783 1 5/8 .671 .691 1 7/8

.784 .797 1 3/4 .692 .718 2

.798 .808 1 7/8 .719 .749 2 i4

.809 .824 2 .750 .785 2 112

.825 .841 2 1/4 .786 .835 3

.842 .861 2 1/2 .836 .876 4

.862 .889 3 .877 .902 5

.890 .913 4 .903 .920 6

.914 .928 5 .921 .933 7

.929 .939 6 .934 .942 8

.940 .946 7 .943 .950 9

.947 .953 8 .951 .956 10

.954 .958 9

.959 .961 10

*If reading is less than .013, report §If reading is less than .010, report
visibility as "LESS THAN 1/8". visibility as "LESS rHAN 1/4".

Computations based on the sighting of dark objects against horizon sky during day-
light and light intensity of 25 cp. at night.
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TA 4b5-0-21(WB, N) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
-67 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

WEATHER BUREAU

RUNWAY VISIBILITY FROM TRANSMISSOMETER
CONVERSION TABLE FOR 500-FOOT B3ASELINE

DAY NIGHT

Corrected Corrected
Transmissometer Visibility Transmissometer Visibility

Reading Readinig

From To From To
.053* .172 118 .00 .044 3/16
.173 .285 3116 .045 .096 1/46

.286 .376 114 .097 .155 5/16
.377 .450 5116 .156 .243 3/8
.451 .534 3/8 .244 .348 112

.535 .614 112 .349 .433 5/8

.615 .670 5/8 .434 .502 3/4

.671 .713 3/4 .503 .559 7/8
.714 .746 7/8 .560 .605 1
.747 .772 1 .606 .643 1 I/8

.773 .793 1 118 .644 .676 1 1/4

.794 .811 1 1/4 .677 .704 1 318
.812 .826 1 3/8 .705 .727 1 1/2
.827 .839L I 1/2 .728 .748 1 5/8
.840 .650 1 5/8 .749 .766 1 3/4

.051 .859 I 3/4 .767 .782 1 7/8

.860 .868 1 7/8 .783 .- 02 2
.869 .879 2 .803 .825 2 1/4
.880 .891 2 1/4 .826 .851 2 1/2 I
,892 .905 2 I/2 .852 .887 3

.906 .925 3 .888 .915 4

.926 .941 4 .916 .034 5

.942 .951 5 .935 .945 6

.952 .959 6 .946 .955 7
.960 .964 7 .956 .961 8

.965 .968 8 .962 .9F6 9

.969 .972 9 .967 .972 10

.973 .974 10

*If reading is less than .053, report $If reading is less than .010, report
visibility as "LESS THAN 1/8". visibility as "LESS THAN 3/16". 

Computations based on the sighting of dark objects against hor-zon sky dur:ng day-Ilight and the sighting of a 25 cp, light at night.

FL
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TA 465-0-2C(WB, N) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
1-67 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

WEi.HER BUREAU

RUN ,. AY VISIBILITY FROM TRANS MISSOMETER
CONVERSION TABLE FOR 250-F'OOT BASELINE

DAY NIGHT

Corrected Corrected
Transmissometer Visibility Transmissometer Visibility

Reading Reading

From To From To

.013* .231 1/L6 .0185 .101 1/8

.232 .415 118 .102 .210 3/16

.416 .534 3/16 .211 .309 1/4

.535 .614 1/4 .310 .394 5/16

.615 .671 5/16 .395 .493 3/8

.672 .731 3/8 .494 .590 1/2

.732 .783 1/2 .591 .658 5/8

.784 .819 518 .r59 .709 3/4

.820 .845 3/4 .710 .747 7/8

.846 .864 7/8 .748 '.778 1

.865 .879 1 .779 .802 1 18

.880 .891 1 1/8 .803 ,822 1 1/4

.892 .901 1 1/4 .823 .839 1 3/8

.902 .909 1 3/8 .840 .853 1 1/2

.910 .916 1 1/2 .854 .865 1 5/8

.917 .922 1 5/8 .866 .875 1 3/4

.923 .927 1 3/4 .876 .884 1 7/8

.928 .932 1 7/8 .085 .896 2

.933 .937 2 .897 .908 2 1/4

.938 .944 2 1/4 .909 .S22 2 1/2

.945 .951 2 1/2 .923 .942 3

.952 .962 3 .943 .957 4

.963 .970 4 .958 .966 5

.971 .975 5 .967 .972 6

.970 .979 6 .973 .977 7

.980 .982 7 .978 .980 8

.983 .984 8 .981 .983 9

.905 .986 9 .984 .985 10

.987 .987 10

*If reading ts less than .013, report SIf reading is less than .018, report

visibility as "LESS THAN 1/ 16". visibility as "LESS THAN 1 f8".

Computations based on the sighting of dark objects against horizon sky during
daylight and the sighting of a 25 cp, light at night.
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TA 465-0-3A (WB, N) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
1-67 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

WEATHER BUREAU

RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE (RVR) - TRANSMISSION
CONVERSION TABLE FOR 750-FOOT BASELINE

NIGHT DAY

FVR (ft.) L.S. 5 L.S. 4 L.S. 3 RVR (ft.) L.S. 5 L.S. 4 L.S. 3

1000- 1000- *

1 .00004 .00017 .00063 1000 .00769 .02941 .08919
-6 -- 02450 .07342 .138411200 .00035 .00106 .00318 1200

1400140 .05257 .13304 .187621200 .00146 .00369 .00934 1400098 .008 235

n 0 . 00402 .00898 .02009 160 - -  .08984 .20088 .23452

1800 .00859 .01747 .03553 1800 .13321 27096.
.01547 .02920 .05512 .17982 .31825 .31825

2000 2000
2200 .02471 .04391 .07802 2200-- .22743 .35492 .35492
2400 .03618 .061t5 .10335 .27450 .38837 .38837
200 .04960 .08039 .13028 "32002 .41890 41890
2600 .06467 .10112 .15813 2600 .36342 .44679 °44679
2 -00 .08105 .12289 .18634 . .40437 .47232 .47232

3000 3000
3200- .09844 .14531 .21448 3200-- A.44275 .49573 .49573

3200 .1620080 242
60 11656 .16804 .24225 340 .47857 .51727 .517273400 •"3400 ""
360"' 156.19082 .26940 - 51190 .53713 .53713

15403 21344 .29578 3600 . . .. 3 .2 54286 .55548 .555483800 - .17300 .23576 .32129 3800 .57160 .57248 .57248

4000 4000 *
.20605 .27373 .36364 59939 .59939 .599394500 - 0O 233.66 4500

__ 25203 .32494 .41896 40 .63257 .63257 .632575000 5000;-50---- .29571 .37215 .46835 550 .66077 ,66077 .66077
5500 55006 ,33666 .41530 .51230 60.68501 .68501 .685016000 6000

6 .37472 .45455 .55139 6 .70606 .70606 .706066000+ 6000+

*Values below this point based on

contrast.

I i
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TA 465-0-3B (WB, N) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
1-67 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

\\ EATHER BUREAU

RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE (RVR) - TRANSMISSION
CONVERSION TABLE FOR 500-FOOT BASELINE

NIGHT DAY

RVR (s.) L.S, 5 L.S. 4 L.S. 3 RVR (ft.) L.S. 5 L.S. 4 L.S. 3

1000- 1000- *

100000123 .00302 .00738 00 03897 .09528 .19962

1200- .00500 .01040 .02162 1200 .08436 .!7533 .26757

1400 .01286 .02387 .04434 1400 - .14033 .26061 .32774

1600 .02527 .04322 .07390 1600 .20059 .34300 .38030
1800 .04193 .06732 .10807 8 .26083 .41874, ".42611

.06208 .09482 .14483 .31858 .46614 .46614
2000 2000

2200 .08484 .12446 .18258 2200" .37259 .50129 .50129
2400 .10939 .15521 .22022 2400 .42237 .53231 .53231

2600 .13500 .18626 .25699 2600 46787 .55985 .55985
0 .16111 .21705 .29242 2800 .50926 .58443 .58443
218729 .24719 .32624 -- .54683 .60649 .60649

3000 3000

3200 .21320 .27639 .35831 320.( .58091 .62637 .62637
.23861 .30451 .38860 32-- .61183 .64439 .64439

3400-- .26336 .33144 .41712 3600 .639(2 G6077 .66077
3800 .28734 .357!5 .44393 3800-- .66547 .67574 .67574

30.31048 .38164 .46910 -30 .68875 .68946 .69946

4000 4000 *

4500 .34886 .42158 .50947 4500-- .71090 .71090 .71090
5000 .39899 .47265 .55991 5000 .73690 .73690 .73690

.44386 .51739 .60309 .75864 .75864 .75864
5500 .48394 .55664 .64025 5500 - 77708 .77708 .77708

6000 _ 6000 .70 778 .706000 51976 .59118 .67241 6000 - .79292 .79292 .79292
6000± 600

*VhLues below this point based on

contrast.

I
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TA 465-0-3C (WB, N) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
1-67 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

WEATHER BUREAU

RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE (RVR) - TRANSMISSION
CONVERSION TABLE FOR 250-FOOT BASELINE

NIGHT DAY

RVR (ft.) L.S. 5 L.S. 4 L.S. 3 RVR (ft.) L.S. 5 L.S. 4 L.S. 3
600- 600-

600- .00134 .00299 .00670 .02995 .06696 .14973
600 ___.01128 .02003 .03560 800 .10376 .18436 .32757

8 -- .03513 .05493 .08589 --- .19740 .30867 .44679

1000 1000

1200 .07074 .10198 .14702 120--- 29045 .41873 .51727
.11338 .15451 .21056 .37461 .51(50 .57248.14060 1400 .76 500.74

10.15897 .20788 .27184 .44787 .58566 .61668160c0 1600.20477 .25946 .32874 1800 .51072 .64710* .65277
.24916 .30793 .38056 .56443 .68274 .68274

2000 2000
2200 .29128 .35279 .42730 2200- .61040 .70802 .70802

4 .33073 .39396 .46928 -- .64990 .72960 .729602400 2400
S2600 .36742 .43158 .50694 200 .68401 74823 74823

2602600 .80 783 .4220-- .40139 .46589 .54076 .71362 .76448 .76448
2 .43277 .49718 .57117 280 .73948 .77877 .77877

3000 3000
3500-- .48199 .54552 .61741 .77742 .80003 .800034000 .54149 .60282 .67110 3500 .81945* .82418 82418
4500-- .59064 .64929 .71377 4500 .84315 .84315 .84315500 .63166 .68749 .74827 500 .85843 .85843 .85843
50.66623 .71929 .77659 50.87100 .87100 .87100

5500 5500
6000 .69566 .74608 .80016 6000- .88152 .88152 .88152

% 6000f .72094 .76888 .82001 6000 .89046 .89046 .89046

* Values below this point based on
contrast.

|b
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3000. GENERAL 3130. Tornado Reports by Public. The
cooperation of local ncwsgathering a-

3010. Atmospheric phenomena consid- gencies, police departments, and other
e red as weather elements of an observa- organizations having special communi-
tion are tornadoes, waterspouts, funnel cation facilities will be solicited in ob-
clouds, thunderstorms, squalls and pre- taining public reports of tornadoes. (See
cipitation in any form. Ilydrometeors &3920(1)). At locations where there are
other than precipitation, and litho- both military and civil weather stations,
meteors are termed obstructions to these arrangements will be made by the
vision. Igneous and luminous meteors, civil station.
such as lightning, rainbows, halos, cor-
onas, and auroras, are also observed. 3140. (WB, N) Communications. Re-
Observations of these phenomena, except ports of tornadoes, funnel clouds, and
freezing rain and the determination of in- waterspouts will be marked "URGENT,"
tensity of precipitation (see 13430.2,1 in accordance with 510350.1, in order
and 3432), are taken without the use of to give it priority handling on longline
instruments and from as many points as teletypewriter circuits.
necessary to view the entire horizon.

3200. THUNDERSTORMS
3100. TORNADOES, WATERSPOUTS

OR FUNNEL CLOUDS * 3210. Definition. A thunderstorm is a
local storm pro' uced by a cumulonimbus

3110. Descriptions. These storms oc- cloud, and is always accompanied by
cur when meteorological conditions are lightning and thunder, usually with strong
favorable for intense thunderstorm ac- gusts of wind, heavy rain, and sometimes
tivity. The distinguishing feature is the with hail.
funnel shape appendage that hangs from
the base of the cloud. The appendage, or * 3211. Thunderstorm activity at the
pendant, is visible when clouds or par- station will be reported when:
ticulate matter are suspended within the
rotating column of air. (1) thuider is heard within the past 15

minutes, or
3111. Tornado. A violent rotating col-

umn of air, forming a pendant, usually (2) overhead lightning or hail is ob-
from a cumulonimbus cloud and touching served within the past 15 minutes and
the ground. It nearly always starts as a the local noise level is such as might
funnel cloud and is accompanied by a loud prevent hearing thunder.
roaring noise.

3220. Observation. Note the following
3112. Funnel Cloud. A violent rotating for each center of activity (cell):

column of air which does not touch the
ground, usually a pendant from a cumu- (1) Occurrence of thunder (or other
lonimbus cloud. phenomena--see 132 10).

3113. Waterspout. If a funnel cloud
forms over a large body of water, such (2) Location of storm center with re-
as a bay, gulf or lake and touches the spect to the station.
%water surface, it is called a waterspout.

3120. Observation. Note the direction (3) Direction toward which the storm is
from the station, and the direction to- moving, when determinable.
ward which it is going. The direction of
motion is the same as that of the cloud (4) Whether lightning is occurring from
with which the phenomenon is associated. cloud to cloud, cloud to ground, or

within clouds.

* (5) Intensity of the storm (see 13230). I
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3230. Determination of Intensity. The 3420. Clouds. Clouds are considered
intensity of a thunderstorm is based on separately in Chapter 1.
the following characteristics, observed
within the previous 15 minutes: 3430. Precipitation. Precipitation in-

eludes all forms of moisture that fall to
(1) Thunderstorm (T), Wind gusts less the earth's surface - rain, snow, hail,

than 50 knots and hail, if any, less etc. The fall is usually from cloud, but
than 3/4 inch in diameter, may occur from apparently cloudless

skies. Dew and frost are not considered
(2) Severe Thunderstorm, (T+), Wind in this manual as precipitation (see

gusts of 50 knots or greater orhail, 13450), and are therefore not included in
3/4 inch or greater in diameter. precipitation measurements.

3300. SQUALLS 3430.1. Character of Precipitation.
Determine character of precipitation in

3310. A squall is a wind that increases accordance with the following criteria:
suddenly in speed, maintains a peak speed
of 16 knots or more over a periodof two 3430.11. Continuous. Intensity in-
or more minutes, anddecreases in speed; creases or decreases gradually.
similar fluctuations will occur at suc-
ceeding intervals. The occurrence of 3430.12. Intermittent. Intensity in-
squalls is indicative of turbulence near creases or decreases gradually, and
the surface. The essential difference precipitation stops and recommences at
between squalls and gusts is the duration least once within one hour preceding the
of the peak wind F.,ped (see T8310). Al- time of observation.
though squalls are classified as an at-
mospheric phenomenon, instructions for 3430.13. Showery. Precipitation as-
reporting them will be found in 58440, sociated with cumuliform clouds, espe-
because their observational criteria are cially swelling cumulus and cumulonim-
exclusively wind. bus. Intensity varies rapidly. Showers

begin and end abruptly.
3400. HYDROMETEORS

3430.14. Combinations. Showers and
3410. Hydrometeors. A hydrometeor is continuous or intermittent rain may

a meteor consisting of an ensemble of occur in combination. Under such con-
liquid or solid water particles falling ditions the precipitation does not aiways
through or susper;ded in the atmosphere, cease. When it is showery, the precipi-
blown by the wind from the earth's sur- tation increases and decreases suddenly
face, or deposited on objects on the in intensity as the showers abruptly begin
ground or in the free air. and end. Only the predominating char-

acter will be reported.

j
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5690. Remarks. (Block 90)Enternotes 5700. (AF) RUNWA-Y TEMPERATURES.
as follows:

5710. Definition. Runway temperature
(1) Identify time of changing from use of is the temperature of the air just above

one temperature and humidity meas- the runway used in the determination of
uring system to another and identify density altitude.

i sy. tern in use.
te u5720. General. Runway temperatures

(2) (WE, N) When calibrationerrors are will be considered as the same value as
found to exceed allowable tolerances, the dry-bulb temperature when meas-
document the period of erroneous urements are taken from a properly ex-
and doubtful rcord, as far as prac- posed and aspirated instrument shelter
ticable, until use of a standby in- or Humidity Temperature MeasuringSet
strument is begun or the instrument (see appropriate T.O.).
is recalibrated, e.g., "Hygrother-
momneter dry-bulb error excessive 5730. Runway temperatures at stations
2/3/60, checked OK on 1/28/60, use not equipped with properly exposed equip-
of sling psychrometer begun at 1500 mant, are taken by inserting the bulb of
E, 2/3/60." (See 15340.) an ML-7 thermometer into an opening

midway from the open ends of a card-
(3) (WB, N) Date and time of changes board cylinder, about 4 inches in diam-

in exposure of sensors in use. eter and 10 inches in'ength. The cylinder
is then held horizontal and parallel to

(4) When wet-bulb is observed to be the wind flow at a point near the lee end
less than 32 0 F and wick is unfrozen, (approach end) of the active runway for
explain the entry in Col. 19 w'th a approximately one minute.
remark in Block 90, e.g., "Wick
unfrozen."

• (5) (AF) Temperature values dissem-
inated locally, and not recorded in
Col. 7, will be entered in Block 90
if used as the maximum or minimum
temperature, e.g., 1520L TEMP 85.

1,

I

F
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Table 5-4. Temperature Entries on WBAN-10, Cole. 7, 0, 1413 . 1. 19. 20 & Block 90.F " .1
Part A. IIYGROTIIERMOMETER or equivalent (including remote reading dry-bulb thermometer and Dewcel

dewpoint facilities I I.e., dry-bulb & dew point observed; wet-bulb & R. H. computed.

WEAN-l 0 \=eare station aid. (15040) is a hygrothermometer or equivalent, including psychrometer
Column or dry-bulb & Dewcel. telethermometer & Dewcel, AF AN/TMQ-I (V), or NavyS AN CMQ-140.
Block Fully operational and Dry-bulb sensor only Dry-bulb sensor is Dry-bulb sensor

Dry-bulb is above is operational _ Dry- operationai - Dry-bulb not operational,
-Sf.F, bulb is above -3N'tF. is -35'F to -5 0F. or Dry-bulb below

3.4 3.A operational limits,

Col. 7 DRY- BULB From station From station From station From standby

entries to nearest 'F standard system. standard system. standard system , system.

Col. 8. Dry'/ POINT From station std. I Compute from entrif s Assume dew point (ice) Compute from
entries to nearest *F in Cols. 18 and 19. to be same as dry-bulb entries on Cola.
(Determine with re- and compute its water 18 & 19.
spect to water at equivalent.
all temperatures.) (Enter in purentheses)

(FAA) No entry required

Col. 1, (WB,N) ( N) From station ( Ni From station W'rom standby
DRY-BULB entries standard. From standby system. standard, system. 2
(degrees & tenths (N) To nearest *F. N) To nearest IF, (WB-l).

Lnssas otherwise
stated)

Vol, 19 (WB,N) (WB) No entry. (N) From standby system, N Enter dry-bulb From standby sye-
WET-BULB with Compute from entries to dearees & tenths, value in parentheses tem to degrees &
respect to water in Cola. 7 & 8 and en- from Col. 18. tenths.
at WET-BULB of ter to nearest degree.

32'F or more; to nearest *F.
with respect to ice
blow 32F.

Col. 20 (WB.N) (N) Compute from en- (N) Compute from (N) Compute from
RELATIVE HUMID- tries In Cole. 7 & 8. entries in Cola. 7 & 8. entries in Cola. 7
TY entries to near- (WB) Entries optional. (WB) Entries optional, & 8.
at percent. (WB) Entry optional

Block 90, Note change from use
REMAbKS. of station std. to

standby system.

1
When dew points from system in use (hygrothermometer or standby) equal or exceed the hygrothermometer (or
equivalent) dry-bulb and recent scheduled or concurrent checks indicate that the calibration of the operational
portion(s) of the hygrothermometer ts within allowable limits (1535. 1.).
(I) Assume dry-bulb, wet-bulb and dew point to be the same as indicated (hygrothertnometer) dry-bulb, unless

ice fog is preser.t.
(2) When ice fog is present and hygrothermometer dew-point sensor is operational:

(A) Assumj hygrothermometer dew point to be erroneous (defer checking calibration while ice fog is present).
(B) Assume that the dew point with respect to ice is the same as the indicated dry-bulb, and convert this

value to its water equivalent (see 15451, and see footnote 5, also).
(C) (WB) Enter observed value In Col. 14B, in parentheses, and caption entries "Observed Dew Point".

(3) When icr fog is present and dew point Is computed from standby system, follow step (2,B), above.
(4) Enter the dew point value from (I) of (2,B), above, as appropriate, in Col. 8,

2
(WD- 1) Where less than 24 record observations are taken daily, enter (to nearest degree) the corrected temper-

ature from the thermograph for hours when personnel are not on duty. If the thermograph fails, enter in paren
theses data obtained by interpolating between available recorded and observed data.

3
See 15311 for temperature limits to the operational status of dry-bulb and dew-point sensors.

4
Wher the difference between dry-bulb & dew point exceeds 40*F, compute the relative hmidity to deter-
mine if 15330 is applicable.

5
When the dew point value in Col. 8 is obtained from the calculator (35451), in accord-
once with item 2,B of footnote I, enter the indicated dry-bulb in Col. 19 in parentheses.

qI
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7000, GENERAL 7020. Instrumentation. Types of bar-
ometers in general'use are:

7001. The standard reference for the
subject of barometry is the Manual of (1) Mercury (adjustable and fixed
Barometry, (WBAN) Vols. I and II. In- cistern).
structions in this chapter, which are in (2) Aneroid.

conformance with the general principles (3) Microbarograph.
of this reference, will be used for pres- (4) (WB) Altimeter Setting Indicator.
sure determinations.

When corrections have been established

7002. Definition. Atmospheric pres- for two or more types, observe the de-

sure is the pressure exerted by a col- scending order of priority in Table 7-1
umn of air, of unit area, extended verti- for selecting the instrument to be used

cally from the reference surface to the for routine determination of station pres-

top of the atmosphere. sure.

7010. Pressure Values. Pressureval- Table 7-1. ?Barometer Priority for

ues that are determined routinely are: Station Pressure 1

(1) Station Pressure. The pressure at Types of Observations
the assigned station elevation (Hp).

Aviation & 3- 6-hourly

(2) (WB) Monthly Mean Climatological hourly
Station Pressure. The monthly mean
pressure at the climatological sta- Precision Aneroid Precision Aneroi

tion elevation, determined at
Weather Bureau 'tations only, in ac- Altimeter Setting Altimeter Setting

cordance with separate instructions. Indicator (WB) Indicator (WB)

(3) Sea-Level Pressure. The pressure Microbarograph
at mean sea level, obtained by reduc- (W, AF)
tion of station pressure (see 17200). e rcury Mercury

(4) Altimeter Setting. The pressure val-

ue: used for setting pressure-scale Provided a mercury barometer is used

type altimetera, as a calibration standard.

2
I

II
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7030. Pressure Reduction Computer, At stations equipped with an altimeter-
WBAN 54-7-8. The pressure reduction setting indicator, the altimeter setting
computer serves to: should be read from the instrument to

the nearest 0.005 inch; and the altimeter
(1) Reduce station pressure to sea le.el setting thus obtained should be converted

in millibars or inches of mercury. to the corresponding station pressure to

the nearest 0.005 inch for use in the re-
(2) Compute the altimeter setting from duction of pressure to sea levelby means

the station pressure. of the computer.

(3) Compute the station pressure from 7031. Pressure Altitude. The instruc-
the altimeter setting. tions printed on the computer WBAN

54-7-8 relating to pressure altitude will
(4) Compute the pressure altitude from yield the pressure altitude pertinent to

the pressure or altimeter setting. the station elevation (Hp). The military
services and other agencies interested

7031. A table of "r" values must be in aviation require the pressure altitude
used in conjunction with the computer to with reference to the 10-foot plane above
determine sea-level pressures. The "r" the field elevation (Ha+10), In view of
value is the ratio of sea-level pressure this requirement, the following instruc-
to station pressure for each degree of tions should be substituted for those on
temperature. Since this ratio is always the computer whenever Hp differs from
equal to or greater than unity, the figure Ha + 10.
"1" preceding the decimal point has been
omitted. No interpolation is necessary Instructions for Pressure Altitude Com-
when using the table of "r" values. putation

7032. Instructions for use of the corn- (1) Find the field elevation (lHa) on the
puter are printed on each side. The tables "H" scale and set this value opposite
of "r" values are computed individually the altimeter setting on either the
for each station. "P" or "P,A.S." scale as appropri-

ate.
7032. 1. (AF)AWS Wings are authorized

to correspond directly with liq USAF (2) Read pressure altitude on the "H"

ETAC to obtain "r" value computations and scale opposite the "29.92" gradua-
discuss questions relating to "r"values. tion of the "PA.S." scale.

7033, Precision -of Station Pressure 7035. If the altimeter setting reads

Data for Use with Cornputer. Since pres- lower than 29.92", the pressure altitude
ent instructio7ns iniCircuilatN,T7640, r- will be higher than the elevation of the

quire the entry of station pressures in field. If the altimeter setting reads
Col. 17 of WBAN Form 10B to the nearest higher than 29.92", the pressure altitude
0.005 inch of mercury, those stations will be below the field elevation. The I
which employ the pressure reduction pressure altitude will differ from the
computer, W13AN 54-7-8, should also field elevation by about 1,000 feet for

use the station pressure arguments to the I
nearest 0.005 inch computing the pres-
sure reduced to sea level.

I
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the sum of inches and tenths Computation:
from the vertical argument and
hundredths, or five thousandths, (1) Find the station pressure argument
from the horizontal argument, in the table next lower to the actual
or station pressure: 24.10.

(c) the sum of the value in (2) andthefixd crretio, wereau- (2) Find the temperature argument inl
thete sea-level table next higher to
tl-;-ized for use at stations near the 12-ourmea temertur t0

i level. the 12-hour mean temperature: 60.

7200. SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE (3) Find the tabular value at the inter-
section of the columns selected in7210. General. Sea-level pressure accordance with (1 &2)above:30.71.

represents the atmospheric pressure at
sea level under prevailing meteorologi- (4) Find the vertical pressure differ-
cal conditions of temperature and station
pressure. Station pressure is reducedto ences between the tabular value se-

sea level by means of the pressure re- andte n highe tabu a ov e
ducton ompter or edutio tales and the next higher tabular value:duction computer, or reduction tables 0.01 (difference between 30.71 and

described in the WBAN Manual of Barom- the1t(dierce e 30.71n
etry. Use as arguments ir the table; next higher value, 30.72).

(1) The station pressure, rounded to the (5) Find the horizontal pressure differ-
nearest 0.01" or 0.1 mb. ence between the value found in ac-

cordance with (3) above and the next(2) The 12-hour mean temperature ob- hiertulraue0.2dfe-
higher tabular value: 0.12 (differ-tained from tne current air tempera- ence between 30.71 and the next

ture and the air temperature 12
hours previously (to tenths if prac-
ticable, e.g., at high-altitude sta- (6) Find the temperature difference to
tions having sea-level reduction ta- tenths between the actual 12-hour
bles with 2°F increments. Interpo- mean temperature and the value so-
lle a6 necessary (single or double ected inand th v e-

AaL leted inaccordance wiUt (2) ab-ove:.
arithmetic interpolation) to obtain 1.3 (difference between 58.7 and
the tabular value of sea-level pres- 60.0).
sure corresponding to the foregoing
arguments. Interpolation may be (7) Find the pressure difference be-
facilitated by the use of Proportional tween the actual station pressure

Parts Tables 7-3 described below, and the value selected inaccordance
7210.1. (AF) When computing the 12- with (1) above: 0.07 (difference be-

hour mean temperature, estimate the tween 24.17 and 24.10).
temperature 12 hours ago if this informa-
tion is not otherwise available. (8) To summarize, the following values

7211. The use of a sea- levelreduction have been found:

table and Proportional Parts Tables 7-3 (a) Vertical pressure difference
is illustrated in the following exarrle, (001)
utilizing Tables 7-3a to 7-3d.

EXAMPLE (b) Horizontal pressure difference
Given: (0.12).

(1) Station pressure = 24,17". (c) Temperature difference (1.3).

(2) 12-hour mean temperature 58.7*F. (d) Press difference (0.07).

(3) The following portion of a sea-level
reduction table. (9) Select the vertical pressure versus

temperature table of proportional
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TAsLz 7--3f. Proportional parts for use with sea-Iwet reduction tables, in millibars, hating increments of 6' F. and
0.10 inch. Tahular Pajueo are ienths of millibars

VertleW1 tabuler dleTmnioes

'Temperstwe Inre er1nt (- F.)
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 II 1 2 13 14 3

0.0 ........................... ................... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2----------------------- -------------- 00(10 00 00 t) 0 0 0 111
0.2 ------------------------ ..-------------- ..-.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0.3 .............. ................................- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1
0.4 ------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.5 ------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 11111 1 111 1 2
0,6 ------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
0.7 ---------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
0.8 ----------.---------------------------------- 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
0.9 -------------------------------------....... 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
1.0 ----. ..---------------------------------------- 001 1 1 1 1 22 2 2 2 3 3 3
2.0 ---------------------------------------------. 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 6
3.0 ---------------------------------------------- 1 1 22 3 44 5 5 6 7 7 8 8 9
4.0 ---------------------------------------------- 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 10 11 12
5.0 ---------------------------------------------- 1 2 34 5 678 9 1011 12131415

TASLE 
7- 3g. Proportional parta for use with sea-level reduction tables, in millibars, having increments of 100 F. and

0.10 inch. Tabular values are tenths of millibars

Virtleal tsbulam dlffmnoes
Temp~rsture Ineremwnts (* F.)

1 2 3 4 8 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 13

0.0 --------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0. -.. . . ..----------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2 ---------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.3 --------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.4 ---------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0.5 ---------------------------------------------- 0000 00000 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.6 ---------------.----------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.7 --------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.8 ---------------.----------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.9 --------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1.0 -------.------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2.0 --------.------------------------------------- 00 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
3,0 ---------------------------------------------- 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5
4.0 ----------------------------------------- - - 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 6
5.0 ---------------------------------------------- 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8
6.0 --------------------------------------------- 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 7 7 8 8 9
7.0 ---------------------------------------------- 1 1 2 3 4 4 5 f 6 7 8 8 9 10 11
3.0. . ..------------------------------------------ 1 2 2 3 4 5 7 8 0 10 10 11 12
9.0 ------------------------------------- -------- 1 2 34 65 6 78 9 10 11 12 13 14
10.0 -------------------------------------------- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 11 12 13 14 15

i
- --------- .---. -
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STtBUr 7-Sh. Proportional part. for use with all ea-lee! reduction table@ in milibars. Tabular value* arc teuhs of

millibars

Horhontal tabulsr difr&enoes

.10 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3 36- 40 41 42 43 44 46 48 47 48 44 W

0.00 ............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.01 ............. 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ' 4 5 5 6 5 5 6
0.02 ------------ 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 1 9 10 10 10
0.03 ------------ 9 9 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 16 15
0.04 .......-------- 12 12 13 13 14 14 14 15 15 16 16 16 17 17 18 18 18 19 19 20 20
0.05 ------------- 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25
0.06 ------------ 18 19 19 20 20 21 22 22 23 23 24 25 25 26 26 27 28 28 2929 30
OX ------------- 21 22 22 23 24 25 25 26 27 27 28 29 29 30 31 32 32 33 34 34 3
0.08 .--------- 24 25 20 26 27 28 29 30 30 31 32 33 34 34 35 36 37 38 38 39 40
0.09 ............. 27 28 29 30 31 32 32 33 34 35 3e, 37"38 39 40 41 41 42 43 44 45
0.10 ............. 30 31 32 33 34 3.5 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
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7400. ALTIMETER SETTING (2) (;iven: Station Pressure 28.P27,
rounded to the nearest

7410. General. Unless estimated val- 0.01 inch ----------------- 28.93
ues required for operational purpases
(see S7620), altimeter settings are deter- Value from table found in
mined only at stations equipped with a column headed 0 . 0 3.--------29.72
Mercury Barometer that is used period-ically as a comparison standard. 7412. (WB. N) From Altimeter Setting

Indicators. Read the scale of the altim-7411. From Station Pressure. Al- eter setting indicator to the nearest0.01"
timeter-setting tables, containing argu- at the index. The reading corresponds to
ments for obtaining altimeter settings the altimeter setting, unless a correction
from station pressure values, are corn- is required.
puted for stations reqiAring them. The
station pressures pertain only to the ele- 7420. (WB, N) Criteria for Redetermi-
vation of the station at which the table nation. Redetermine the altimeter setting
is designed to be used. The station pres- whenever the information is requested
sure arguments are given at the side of and the latest determination was made
the table to tenths of an inch and at the more than 30 minutes ago.
top of the table to hundredths of an inch.
AF stationsdesiring to use altimeter set- 7421. (AF) Criteria for Redetermina-
ting tables will establish them in accord- tion. Redetermine the altimeter setting
ance with the W1AN Manual of Baroin- %Nhenever requested, using the currentetry, Fig. 8,1.1. station pressure.

7411,1. To determine the altimeter 7430. (WB, N) Dissemination. At civil
setting, read the station pressure to the stations, furnish altimeter settings de-
nearest 0.01" and find in the body of termined at the time of the 6-hourly
the table the value corresponding to the synoptic observations to local operations
station pressure. No interpolation is desiring them immediately after deter-
necessary. mination. These readings are for com-

parative purposes, and are in addition toA portion of the altimeter setting table those normally transmitted in observa-

for Kansas City, Mo., follows: tions to local operations.

Altimeter settings, Kansas City, Mo.,
ield elevation 742 feet

Station
Pressure 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
(inches)

28.80--- 29.(60 29.61 29.62 29.63
28.90--- 29.70 211,71 29.72 29.73

Station elevation, H1p=75.0 feet.

Actual elevation haronieter Hz = 7 60 .328ft.

(I)Given: Station Pre.1ure 28. 825,
rounded to the neare.st
0.01 inch ---------------- - 28.83

Value from table fotnd in
-olumn headed (. 03 -------- 2!- . 62

.. i-

__t
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7500. DETERMINATION OF CHAR- 7523. When the barogram indicates a
ACTERISTIC AND AMOUNT rapid fall in pressure followed by an
OF PRESSURE TENDENCY abrupt rise, with both rise and fallat the

rate of 0.06" per hour, and with both rise
7510. General. Thebarometricpres- and fall equal to 0.03" or more (see

sure tendency comprises two elements: Example), the lowest pressure in the "V"
will be noted and converted to sea-level

(1) The net change within a specified pressure for reporting in accordance
time. with Y7630. The mean temperature used

in the reduction will be determined in
(2) The characteristic of the change accordance wit, the following:

during the period, based (a) on the
appearance of the barogram, and(b) (1) When a thermograph (or hygrother-
on the direction of change, if any, mograph) is available, select the
i.e., higher, lower, or no change. temperatures corresponding to the

time of the lowest pressure and to
7520. Determination. Pressure ten- the time 12 hours previously.

dencies will be determined only at sta-
tions equipped with a microbarograph. (2) When a thermograph is not available,
Determine the elements from the trace select the temperatures at the pre-
as follows: ceding observation and at a time 12

hours previously.
(1) For the full 3-hour period ending at

the actual time of the observation. EXMPLE

7521. Observe the amount of change in 7 MC

pressure to the nearest 0.005" (see .-
17660). L

7522. Classify the characthristic of I

the trace for the 3-hour period, using the 1 71 ! I I
code figure in Table 7-4 corresponding
to the same general pattern. When the + 60- v,
tendency of the observed trace is incom-
patible with the sign of the net change I Avedec o h osrvdtrc s nom-

(see 37660), select the tendency that is I %

most nearly representative and still
compatible with this sign.

"a-b" represents a fall of approximately 0.OT Inch
at a rate of approximately 0.13 Inch per hour.

'b-e" represents a rise of approxlmately 0.08 Inch
at a rate of approximately 0.13 Inch per hour.
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Table 7-4. Determination of cbar'cterltic of barometer tendency.

DESCRIPTION OF CHARACTERIS' IC NOMINAL GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION 3

PRIMARY ADDITIONAL (For Coding Purposes) Figure
UNQUALIFIED REQUIREMENTS Figure
R1EQUIRtEMENT __];=,___ A B C D rI i 0 H __2

Increasing, then fI,,.,
decreasing. , L . L f ~ -/ ~ L

Increasing, then
steady; or

increasing, then 1
increasing more L .HIGHER lowI.

Atmospheric pres- tadily
sure now higher
than 3 hours ago. ncreas!ng

Unsteadily

Decreasing or /
steady, theni. -J -

incrasing. then
icreasing more

rapidly.

THE SAME increasing, then A 0

Atmospheric pres- Steady OI un- -
sure now same as Steady
3 hours ago. steady_ ..

T Decreasing, then
increasing.

Decreasing, then

inteayiong. ~

Decreasing. then- 6
[d ... Ing t-hen

Oecreasing more ,. KNiLOWER slowly.

Atmospheric pres- Steadily
sure now lower
than 3 hours ago. Decreasing .. ..

U nsteadily 7a 7  V ___

Steady or increas- Afing, then decreas-
In or_ _ _

ecreasing, then

crdasing moreS'The sy hbo's in this column are also used for decoding purposes (e.g., are used on, weather maps to represent any of the
types of characteristic appropriate to and coded by the corresponding code figure).

2
These examples Ulkstrate types that are not claosified as "unsteady" (see 1 '522). although a portion of thetrace iaun-
steadybecause the trend of the unsteady portion ia distinctly contrary to the trend represented by the net 3-hour change.

3%When fluctuations In the trace vary in amplitude, vis.,. ize a smoothed trace that contains not more than one peak or Coe
valley, or In the event that the trace containu more thma, one major fluctuation of approyimately equal amplitude (e.g., one
peak and one valley), the trace should be smoothed to re' ect the trend of the most recent fluctuation. e.g.. see example C
opposite code figure 5. Note, however, that the most recent fluctuation Is usually ignored when it represents a fluctuatlon

A of relatively minor amplitude, as shown In example It opposite code figure 1. or example F, opposite code figure 0.
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1 15 30 AS 11 is 30 * From 1317 to 1319 CST, the pressuref increased from 28.8 1" to 28.85" at a rate
- -. in excess of 0.005"Inijn. The pressure

T Nlremained at least 03.02" higher than at
1317 CST for at least 20 minutes, This
juinp was coded in a speial obsprvation+ a i i rported again as remiarks in the 1400
obevos PliJMP4411/19.'rhe dta er

I Is 30 45 B1 Is 301 Froin 1302 to 1307CST, the pressure
.- I- ........ increase satisfied requirement (a), but

.50 not Mb. Fromi 1318 to 1335 CST', (a), (b),
and (c) were ,atisfit-d by an increase of
0.14" (froin 28.37'' to 2MEW')". The. jump
was, coded in a special as PNIMP
14/191A/35. It was sent in the 1400 rec-
ord observation as PIJM1P 14/1918135.

I C.
15I 30 45 1I Is 30 From 1305 to 1308CST, tile pressure

increase (0.35") satisfied requirements
(a) (b), and 40). therefore, it was coded
in a special observation at 1328 as
PRJMP 4/1905/00. The increase between

ments, (a) and (b only, and the increase

between 1331 and 1335 CST satisfiedon-
ly requirement (a). therefore, neither-
was reported.

7600. ENTRIES ON WBAN FORM 10 7620. Altime te Setn.(Cl 12)
_ _ _ 1Omitf the initial" 0'm  f the altimn-

7610. Sea-Level Irsue (Col. 6) eter setting and enter it as three figures
Omit the initial "9 (_' or "10" of the sea- (without a decimal point) representing
level pressure and enter it as three fig- units, tenths. and hundredths of inches,
ures (without a decimal point) represent- e.g., enter 29.94 as "994". When the
ing tens, units, and tenths of millibars; altimeter setting is less 'han 29.00
e.g., enter 1013.2 as 91132".2 inches, include the word"LOW" immedi-

ately preceding the altimeter- setting

value, e.g.; enter 28.96 as"LOW 89611.2

l(AF) Recorded only at the time Af the 3- and 6-hourly observations.I

* 2 Prefix an "E" to entries based on pressure- measuring instruments (a) of doubtful
accuracy, (b) based on~ an aneroid barometer or mierobarograph which has not been
compared with a mercury barometer in accordance with 17680 and Sec. 7700, or
(c) a sea-level pressure determined using an estimated 12-hour mean temperature
argument.

3 Designated FAA stations are authorized to omnit recordii~g and transmission of
altimeter setting.
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7630. Mandatory Remarks. (Col. 13) entries, at 3-hour interv ls. Enterpres-
See S10150 and 10211 regarding coded sure data in Col. 13 as follows:

Observed Entry

(1) Pressure rising or falling at a rate PRESRR or PRESFR.
of 0.06 inch per hour or more at the
time of the observation.

(2) Barogram "V" (see 17523). Enter in the next record observation the
lowest sea-level pressure in tens, units,
and tenths of millibars, and time of
occurrence GMT; e.g., "LOWEST PRES
631 2345."

(3) Pressure unsteady, as shown on the PRES UNSTDY.
barogram by sharp troughs or crests
thai depart at least 0.03 inch from
the mean trend.

(4) A pressure jump, 1 as indicated by a PRJMP, followed by (1) magnitude of the
pressure rise at a rate exceeding jump (in hundredths of an inch), (2) the
0.005 inch per minute (0.01", or 0.34 time that the jump began (see example)
nib. per 2 minutes), will be reported and (3) the time that the jump ended. If
provided all of the following require- sent as a special (see ch. 9) repeat this
ments are satisfied, remark on the next succeeding record

observation. Do not transmit data ending
(a) The rise is at least 0.02" (0.68 more than 2 hours ago. Use slants to sep-

mb.). arate numerical data, e.g., "PRJMP 8/
e1612/18" where 8 is the magnitude of the

(b) The pressure for 20 minutesor jump (i.e., 0.08"), 1 612 is the time the
more following the beginning of jump began, and 18 is the time that the
the jump remains atleast0.02" jump ended.
higher than at the beginning.

(c) The beginningofthejumpiadis-
tinctly separated from the be-
ginning of any preceding jump by
at least 20 minutes, and by a
segment of the trace having a
rise less rapid than 0.01" per 2
minutes, or steady, or falling.

1 Pressure-jump data are observed and Eransmitted only at stations having 12-hour
microbarographa. They are reported in special observations in accordance with
19132.8. See f 103 10.1. when a special reporting a pressure jump is not transmitted.

Ia

Iz
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7640. Station Pressure. (Col. 17) Enter 7683. Observed Barometer. (Line 61)

station pressure to the nearest 0.005 Enter the uncorrected observed reading
inch (determined from the appropriate of the mercury baromet'r to the nearest
instrument in accordance with 17020), 0.001" or 0,05 mb.; or of the precision
and use these entries in determining aneroid barometer to the nearest 0.005"
sea-level pressure and altimeter set- or 0.1 mb. Omit entry if reading is ob-
tings after rounding to the nearest 0.01 tained from the altimeter- setting indi-
inch. cator.

7650. (WB, N) Pressure Characteris- 7684. Total Correction. (Line 62) En-
tic. (Col. 37) Make this entry for 3- and ter the sum of all corrections required
6-hourly synoptic observations at sta- to reduce the observed reading to sta-
tions having a microbarograph. Enter a tion pressure. Omit entry if reading is
single code figure, taken from Table 7-4 obtained from altimeter-setting indi-
for pressure characteristics during the cator.
3-hour period ending at the time of ob-
servation. (See Sec. 7560.) 7684.1. (WB) Correction of Mercury

Barometer Readings. Readings of mer-
7660. Net 3-Hour Pressure Change. cury barometers should be corrected for

(Col. 38) Make entries only at Weather scale error and capillarity, gravity, re-
Bureau andNavy stations havingamicro- moval (i.e., the difference between the
barograph. Determine the net change in actual elevation of the barometer and the
station pressure for the preceding 3 assigned station elevation), and any
hours to the nearest 0.005 inch by sub- known residual errors. The sum of these
tracting correspondingentriesinCol. 17. corrections should be obtained from
If an observation was not taken 3 hours WBAN Form 54-3.3,1 as issued orveri-
earlier, determine the change from the fied by the pertinent headquarters.
barogram.

7684.2. (WB) Correction for Tempera-
7680. Station Pressure Computations. ture. Unless otherwise directed by sep-

(Lines 59-65) Enter station pressure arate instructions pertaining to a Bowen
computations for the 6-hourly synoptic fixed cistern or other spe~cial barom-
observations as specified in 27681. nters; all Weather Bureau stations should

use one of the tables listed below to ob-
A Air Force stations ain the proper temperature correction

make these entries only when using the when computing station pressure from
microbarograph for the routine deter- mercury barometers:
mination of station pressure.

(1) TA 455-0-1 (Formerly WB Form
7681. Time. (Line 59) Enter the time of 1080) "Correction of Mercurial Ba-

reading the barometer. Note that this rometer for Temperature, English
time will usually differ from that as- Measures."
cribed to the observation in Cols. 2 and
16. (2) TA 455-0-4 or TA 455-0-4A "Ba-

rometer Total Correction Table (for
7682. Attached Thermometer. (Line Fortin barometers, scale true at

60) Enter the temperature of the ther- 620F.)"I
mometer to the nearest 0.50 Fahrenheit
or Celsius (centigrade). Omit entries (3) Manual of Barometry (WBAN), Table
when the pressure readings are taken 5.2.1, "Correction of Mercurial Ba-
from altimeter-setting indicator or an- rometer for Temperature (scale
eroid barometer, true at C20F.)'"

1 Prefix an "E" to enries based on pressure-measuring instru.i.dnts (a) of doubtful
accuracy, (b) based on an aneroid barometer or microbarograph which has not been
compared with a mercury barometer in accordance with 57680 and Sec. 7700, or
(c) a sea-level pressure determined using an estimated 12-hour mean temperature
argument.

.1
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(4) Manual of Barometry (WBAN), Table 7687.1. Following adjustment of the
5.4.1, "Barometer Total Correction barograph to a zero correction in ac-
Table (for Fortin barometers, scale cordance with T7687 above, enter in
true at 620F.)" Col. 90 , as explanation of tile asterisk

in Col. 65, the notation "barograph re-
7684.3 . (AF) Use the following refer- set to zero correction at" followed by

ences to obtain the proper temperature the local standard time, to minutes, and
correction when computing station pres- zone ii.dicator from Table 11- 1.
sure with an Air Force calibrated met-
curial barometer: 7700. BAROMETER COMPARISONS

(1) ML-2, Barometer: 1701. General. Aneroid barometers
and altimeter setting indicators must

(a) WBAN Manual of Barometry, be periodically conparedxwith a mercury
Table 5.2.1, CorrectionofMer- barometer to ascertain continued relia-
curial Barometer forTempera- bility and determine suitable corrections
ture (scale true at 62 0F.). to apply to the readings of the aneroid

instruments.
(b) TO 31M2-3MI2-1, Table III,

Correction for Mercurial Ba- 7710. Routine Comparisons. After an
rometer for Temperature. aneroid instrument has been standard-

ized and accepted as reliable in ac-
(2) ML512 Barometer. WBAN Manual of cordance with T7720, make two compar-

Barometry, Table 5.2.3, Correction isons, at 6-hour intervals, on the same
of Mercurial Barometer for Tern- day of every week, Enter allcomparison
perature (scale true at 32'F.). data on WBAN Form 54-6.6 (Fig. 7-3)

using the guide for preparation on the
7685. Station Pressurv.(Line 63) Enter reverse of the form. Determine a mean

to the nearest 0.001" or 0.05 mb. for of correction values every week and
mercury barometer reading to the near- use this figure (Col. 12) as your posted
est 0,005" or 0.1 rob. for precision an- correction to apply to the readings of
eroid or altimeter-setting indicator the aneroid instrument.-:-- readings.

7720. Standardizing Aneroid Instru-
7686. Barograph Reading. (Line 64) En- ments. When a precision aneroid bar-
ter to the nearest 0.005' or 0.2 rb. ac- ometer or altimeter-setting indicatnr is
cording as the barogram is graduated in installed or relocated, make compara-
millibars or inches. When the barogram tive readings with a mercury barometer
is changed at the time of the 6-hourly ob- to determine the reliability of the instru-
servation, take the reading from the new ment as follows:
barograin. Adjust barograph to a zero
correction when chart is changed and (1) Make 2 comparisons daily at 6-hour-
correction exceeds 0.01" or 0.3 mb. ly intervals for 5 days. Enter the
(see 57122). data on WBAN Form 54-6.6 inCols.

1-10, as approplriate.
7687. Barograph Correction. (Line 65)

Enter to the nearest 0,005" or 0.1 mb. * (2) After 5 days of comparisons, com-
with proper sign, the difference between pute the algebraic mean of the 10
the entries in Lines 63 and 64, that is, differences between the instruments
Line 63 minus Line 64. When this dif- (Ca). Enter appropriate data in Cois.
ference is zero, enter "0". When this 11, 12 and 13 of the form at WB and
difference exceeds 0.05" (approx. 1.5 Navy stations. AF stations will use
mb.), reset the barograph to a zerocor- Cois. 11 and 12 only.

rection (see $7122). The entry in Col. 64
will show the observed reading be-fore (a) (WE, AF) Add the mean, al-
resetting. Enter an asterisk in Col. 65 gebraically, to subsequent un-
(see 7687.1.). corrected readings of the aner-

LI
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oid instrument for comparison * (7) After comparative readings have
k purposes only, until a new cor- been taken daily for at least 8 weeks,

rection is determined (see para and the comparisons of corrected
7720(5)). readings (Col. 14B) of the last 10

consecutive days do not exceed + .3
(3) Draw two vertical lines in the re- mb. or .010 inch, the aneroid insi-u-

marks column and label the new col- ment may be considered as reliable.
umns formed 14A and 14B. Enter
corrected aneroid readings in Col. (8) Then make comparisons, two at 6-
14A. Enter the algebraic. difference hourly intervals every 7 days. Re-
between station pressure and co- determine the posted correction by
rected aneroid reading in Col. 14B. obtaining the algebraic mean of the

latest two readings and those made
NOTE: Cols. 14A and 14B will be on the preceding 7th. 14th, 21st and
used only while determining the re- 28th days.
liability of an aneroid instrument,
not for routine barometer compari- (9) Consult your RcgionallHeadquarters

s or field maintenance shop when an
aneroid instrument cannot be stand-

(a) (WB) When an altimeter-setting ardized and considered reliable
indicator is being standardized, within 15 weeks; or, when there are
add algebraically the mean cor- indications that the instrument is
rection, Ca, (Col. 10) to subse- unreliable or erratic.
quent uncorrected readings(Col.
9), and enter the thus corrected
ASI readings in Col. 14A; until
a new correction is determined
(see (5) below). Subtract the
corrected ASI reading (Col. 14A)
from the corresponding altim-
eter setting based upon the
mercury barometer (Col. 8) and
enter the difference in Col.
14B.

(4) Continue to take 2 comparisons daily
until you have had 20 consecutive
comparisons (excluding those of the
first 5 days) in which no single entry
in Col. 14B has exceeded + .3 mb.
or .010 inch.

(5) Determine a correction value by
obtaining a mean of all the differ-
ences entered in Col. 10, for the la-
test 20 observations. This mean of
differences (Col. 12) will be the
posted correction and the instru-
ment may now be used for obser-
vational purposes.

(6) Recompute your posted correction
every 5 days by obtaining a mean of
all the differences entered in Col.
10, beginning with the 20 observa-
tions mentioned in (41 above.
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Changie No. 13A ONWA-0 WIND 840 Sull.(Cl

8400. ENRE NWA-084.Suls Cl 1l)Report squalls
by the symbo "Q" immediately following

8410. Wind Direction. (Col. 9) Enter the 1-minute wind speed in lieu of a"G
wind direction in tens of degrees to the and preceding the peak speed of gusts
nearest ten degrees. Use 2 digits as observed during the past 15 minutes.

theowini is calm , - . E t r 0 " w e Table -6. Corrections to indicated wind speeds
t h e h i d i s c l m ,( / G - o r I -m i le a n e m o m e t r si )

Table 8- 5. Corrections to indscated wind speeds1
I Speed Indicated

(Drc-raig ye)By 3- cup By small airway Corrections
Wind System Uncorrected speed Correction Is., type "SA" type it) whole

(mph or knots) (mtph or knots) 2  anemometer, anemometer. mph. miles per
m-p.h. hour

F4 20 2.5 to 75 ----- 0
5.0 to 150 (double -3 ot- 16 20-35 +1
range). 17- 26 35-57 0

27- 35
F420A, B, 2.0 to 75 ----- o 36- 44 (Corrections for .2

-C or D 4.0 to 150 (double -2 45 52 higher velocities
range). 53- 61 not determined, use .4

62- 70 zero.) -5

Aerovane 0 to 8------ 4 71- 79 .6
9 to 95---------------0 80- 87 -7

88- 96 -8

lCorrectiuns are haEsed on adjustment of the 1014 0
pitr une an codtos tote lowest 115-122 -11

inditype onree 123- 132 1

2 As appropriate to calibration. or inirtrument used. 150- 1 57 -15
158-166 -162 3 167-174 -178420. Wind Speed "(Col. 10) Enter 175- 184 -18

wind speed in knots, Enter "00" when 185- 192 -19
the wind is calm. If estimated, en- 193-200 -20

ter "E" imediately following the 2 10, ao antmometer cupsl observed.
speed unless gustr or squalls arc re -
ported(18430). When the speed exceeds 8450. Shifts. 3  (Col. 13) Enter
100 knots, enter only the tens and "WHT imeitl followed by the
units figures and add 50 to the wind time (GMT) of the shift
direction,e~g., 112 knots from 2700, e.g., WSEIFT 0003.

F enter "7712".
EXAMPLES

8430. GustinebS. (Col. 11) Report 1* 858//o000

gustb byii syembol "G" immediately 015 Y1/5f270~/
after the 1-minute wind speed. Enter E OCA5 $72/ 3220G2/016
immediately after this symbol the peak £ 8617AW- 15063 Sr223/9

015 116/38/1;2/16b0 E2991speed of gusts in knots oljserv~d during E 12//52333 /the past 15 minutes. These data, will be E30015 1 72A7/32322OG32 016/WT0o03
reported when they cccur regardless of
the type 4 id equipiment used. When
the wind spi .j or gustiness i ;estimated 8450.! (AF") Windshifts, deterrninedby

a forecaster to' be associated with aenter an "E" following the estimate of frontal passage, will include the con-
gusinercio FOP" ssWSF00
2Note that a special 13 required (10131(13)) when FROPA".
wind speed has doubled and excee'1s 26 kcnots.

3See 210310.1 whon a special reporting one of

t ~thece pheziomenA* is not trnnttei.
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* 8460. Magnetic Wind Direction. 8472. Peak Gusts. (Col. 13) Enter
peak speed of gusts accompanying tor-

8462. (AP') (Col. 13) Stations trans- nadoes, funnel cloud, or waterspouts,
mnitting over tactical weather circuits or (13920(l1, b)), thunderstorms and hail in
disseminating locally via pony teletype accordance with 53920(4, a).
circuits are authorized to append mlag-
netic wind direction to the remarks par- * 8473. Peak Speed and Direction. (Cols.
tion of an aviation observation. 7 1- 73) Enter these items only at stations

equipped with continuous instantaneous
(1) Enter these data in Col. 13 using the wind-speed recorders. The peak speed is

Fsymbolic form AlAGdd, i.e., MAG16 the highest momentary sp~eed recorded
indicates a magneticedirection of 160 during the 24 hours ending at midnight.
degrees. The direction of the peak speed will be

taken from recorder charts if available.,
(2) Omit entry when wind is calm. Otherwise, estimate from entries in Col.

9 of WBAN Form- 10. Enter, these data as
8463. (WB) (Col. 13) If magnetic wind follows:

direction is used in air-ground communi-
catonsanddiffers from the true dii-ec- (1) (WI3) the direction to 16 points if

~tio enter- tie magnetic dire ction in tens suitable recording equipment is
of degrees in parentheses either in Col. available, otherwise to 8points, e.g.,
13 or followving the last element on Form NY, 3.
630-4, whichever is more convenient.
Omit this entry when the communications (2) (AF) the direction to the nearest
station has a wind direction indicator, or tens of degrees in two digits.
when \%ind data are not broadcast.

(3) the speed to the nearest knot.
8470, Maximum, Wind Data.

(4) thre approximate time to the nearest
8471. (W 1, NJ) 1 PaGstanMx-minute. If the same peak speed oc-

imurn One-AMinute WindJpeed. (Col. 13) curs more than once during the ("ay,
Whenever the mnaximum one-minute enter ali times (continue in Block
speed or the peak gusts during the past 90 if additional space is required).
hour-, (a) exceed values currently re-
ported 'An Cols. 10, 11 and 13 (see,58420. 0473.1. Enter pea speedanddirection
8430 and 8472), (b) exceed value s report- data even though there is a break in the
ed in the proceding observation by 10 recorder trace. provided this break, in
knots or rr, and tc) also exceed 45 the judgmnent of the observer, is not he-

F knots, enter-: lieved to have occurred dur-ing the period
of maximum) wind speeds for that d12y.

(1) the maximium oei-inute " ind Otherwise, disregard the recorder trace
speed, its direction in tens of do- anid enter "M'' in Cols. 71-73.4

F grees arid timne.
Except au civil SAWR, S- and A-typu sta-

(2) the peak gust, anid its time (GMT) tions
if more than 15 minutes from tine
of maxim-um one 'ninute Slcd Gustinesq is not reported here? because

the peak gust occurred at 0948r, within
E.XAMPLES 15 minutes of the record observation, and

is thereforcr entered in Col. 11 (ace
MAX WND 3480 1405 G92 1423 18430),

MAX WND 1154 14052 GCust was reco ded within I) minutes of
tlxau of -j-crrenct: of MX WN,1.

M\AX WND 3480 1405 G923

Stj
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9000. GENERAL Introduction) and current requests for
public service (ir 'hat order of priority).

9001. Definition. Anobservationisan Changing weather conditions that might
evaluation otthemeteorological situation require a special observation will be
at the point where the observation is watched most closely to insure prompt
taken. The component parts of an obser- filing of a report after such changes
vation, when referred to in a general occur.
sense, are termed elements. The terms
"aviation" and "synoptic" observations 9112. Recency of Observed Data. All
connote assemblage of elements in a spe- elements reported in an aviation ob-
cific manner (see Sections 9100 and servation wijl have been observed within
9200). 15 minutes preceding the time of the last

entry of the observation on WBAN-10,
9002. Time of Beginning. Begin sched- unless otherwise excepted.

uled observations just sufficiently in ad-
vance of the standardtimeofobservation 9113. Content of Aviation Observa-
(see Chap. 10) to permit accurateevalu- tions. Aviation observations will contain
ation of all elements prior to filing time. one or more of the elements in Table 9-1,

0rEunless otherwise specified, in the order
9003. Order of Observing Elements. shown.,

The elements ofan observation should be
observed in the following order: 9120. Record Observations. A record

observation is taken at scheduled inter-
(1) Elements observed or determined vals, having a standard time of H+00;

outdoors. Review sky cover, visi- normally at hourly intervals, unless
bility and weather, if practicable, otherwise instructed.
before filing aviation reports, to in-
sure current data. 9130. Special Observations "S." An

"S" observation may consist of one or
(2) Elements determined from indoor more elements (Table 9-1), but when it

indicators, or instruments near the occurs at the time of an"R" observation,
observer's desk. it is labeled "RS" (record-special) and

will contain all the elements of an "R"
(3) Pressure. Observe as close as prac- observation. "S" observations are re-

ticable to H+00. ported at all aviation-weather observing
stations, except that at civil A- & SA-

9100. AVIATION OBSERVATIONS type stations, they are prepared only at
separately designated stations. 1

9110. General. Aviation weather ob-
servationsareclas.9ified as record (R), 9130.1. "S" observations are taken in
special () or (RS), local (L) or check accordance with criteria in T9131, to
(v. When a local or check observation report the beginning, end and other
reveals a requirement for a special ob- significant changes in weather elements.
servation, the observation will be taken Amount of change criteria are with re-
as a special observation containing the spect to the preceding "R,' "RS" or "S'
necess'ii elements of beth. It will be for observation, whether transmitted or not.
transmimwor as a specia). However, ele-
ments of 1he local may be disseminated 9130.2. (WB-I) At joint-use WB sta-
locally before the special is completed. tions, check observations will be ampli-

fied and filed as "S" observations, if
9111. Observation of Elements. Observe appropriate, in accordance with addi-

the weather and evaluate its various ele- tional military criteria for specials for
ments between scheduled (record) obser- the service concerned, as authorized in
vations as often as is consistent with the 913 1.

- \ primary duties of the observer (see the -

-,Civil SAWRS that take less than 24 hourly ob-
servations a day will take S observations in
accordance with 29131 following the first

observation of the day.
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*Trab le 9-1I Content of A viat ion Ob'se rvations

K *Type of Station

AMOS (Automatic

Manned by Meteorological O(bse rving Stat ion)
()bbe rving Obse rving Personnel Unmanned
Personnel on Duty (Mlanned/ or Person-

_______________________________Automnatic Status) nel off Duty,

Eenint(s) Type of Observationj Type of Observation Type of Ob.
__________ MS S R "s S L

(1) Ceiling and 1ky X X X X X X X X X I

(2) Prevaitinp Visibility X xX x X x X xx xx

(3) Weather &A Obstructions to x x x x x x x x x
VisionX X X X X X X X X X

(4) Sea-Level Pressure X x X X X x X x

V)l Temperature x x X x x x x x

(6) Dew Point X X X X x x x x

(7) Wind Direction, Speed & x x X x X x X x x x
Character

(8) Altimeter Setting X X X X X X X x X x x

(9) Cumulative Precipitation for
the 6-hour Period ending at X N X
0000, 0000, 1200 & 1800 GMT

(10) Remarks, as appropriate x x x x x xt X x

Items (1), (2) and (3) should be reevaluated, if practicable, prior to dis-4
semirnation of the observation to insure that these data are current.

Items (1), (2), (3) and Wind Character are appended in "remarks" at manned!
automatic stations -not equipped with "push-but tons" or a "Digiswitcher".

Item (4) is included at AF stations in 3- and 6-hourly observations only.

Item (7) may be omitted from "check" observations at stations where the
broadcaster can determiine them at the air-ground communication position,

Item (8) is included at AF stations in all observations.

Appropriate remarks include data such as operationally significant informa-
tion (RVV or RVR, c~scuring phenomena, miandatory remarks, wind shif's,eto.)
and coded 3- and 6-houriy additive data groups,
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9131. Criteria for Taking Specials. A (d) I mile
Special observation will be taken within
15 minutes after the observer returns to (e) All nationally published minima
duty following a break in the hourly ob- applicable to the airport
se rvation schedule. Special observations
will also be taken when any ofthe follow- (f) Values established locally be-
ing criteria are met: cause of their significance tr

aircraft operations.
(1) Ceiling forms below, decreases to

less than, or if below, increases to (4) Runway Visual Range:
equal or exceed:

(a) (WB) The highest value from the
(a) 3,000 feet designated RVR Runway during

the preceding ten minutes, rises
(b) 1,000 feet above, if initially below, or

drops below, if initially above,
(c) 500 feet the minimum for Category I

operations.
(d) All nationally published minima

applicable to the airport (b) (AF) The ten minute mean RVR
decreases to less than, or ifbe-

(e) Values established locally be- low, increases to equal or ex-
cause of their significance to ced each nationally published
aircraft operations. RIVIT) minimum applicable to the

primary runway in use, or
(2) Sky Condition. Cloud is present be- (AF)

low: (c)/ RVRNO or RVRMNO is first re-
quired to be reported, or is first

(a) 1,000 feet, and no cloud was determined to be no longer ap-
reported below 1,000 feet in the plicable.
preceding "R" or "S" or "RS"
observation. (5) Tornado or Funnel Cloud or Water-

spout.'
(b) MB) the highest instrument

minimum for the airport, and (a) Is observed.
no sky cover was previously re-
ported below this minimum (b) Disappears from sight.
height. These minimums are
with reference to instrument (c) Occurred within past 6 hours,
miniinump (day or night, de- according to outside sources
pending on the time of the ob- and has not been observed and
servation) exclusive of ILS,GCA recorded at the station.
or Alternate minimums; if no
instrument minimums have This element may be reported in a single
been established, these obser- element special.
vations should be with respect
to lowest VFR minimums. (6) Thunderstorm. 

1

(3) Prevailing visibility decreases to (a) Begins (A special observation is
less than, or if below increases to not required to report the be-
equal or exceed: ginning of a new thunderstorm

if one is currently reported as
(a) 3 miles in progress at the station).

(b) 2 miles (b) Increases in intensity.

(c) 1 1/2 miles If the special is not transmitted, See
'd 10310.1.
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(c) Ends (Special observation 15 * 9141. Criteria for LocalObservations.
minutes after thunder is last
heard at station). (1) Local observ. tions will be taken

* (7) Precipitation. 1  (a) when changes in ceiling, visi-
bility, weather, or other ele-

(a) flail ("A". not "AP") begins or ments are significant for local
ends, aircraft ope rations. De finitions,

or standards, of significant
(b) Freezing precipitation other changes shall be developed lo-

than very light begins, ends, or cally with aviation interests.
changes in intensity. These observations will be re-

corded on WBAN Form 10, ex-
(c) Sleet other than very light be- cept at AF stations when a

gins. ends, or changes in inten- p-rmanent printed record of the
sity. observation is made by a local

dissemination device, e.g., Tel
(d) (AF) Preci_-itation intensity Autograph, Electrowriter,Te c-

other than "very light" begins typewriter, etc.
or ends.

(b) immediately following natifica-
(8) Wind and Wind Shifts. See 8330 tion of an aircraft mishap oc-

and 8330.1). 1  curring at or near the station,
except when notification is de-

(a) Sudden doubling of average I- layed and there has been an
minute wind speed to more than intervening record observation.
26 knots. These data may be Such observations will consist

reported as a single element of all the elements normally in-
special. cluded in a record observation

except sea-level pressure, and
(b) Wind Shifts. will be identified by entering the

contraction "ACFT MISHAP" in
At Weather Bureau and Navy sta- Col. 13. Any other desirable ex-
tions, these data may be reported planatory information will be
as a single element special. entered in Col. 90. These obser-

vations will be recorded on
(9) Pressure Jump. (WB) (U7630 (4)). WBAN Form 10 by all stations.

This element maybe reported alone, Local arrangements should be
as a single element special. If the made to assure that the observer
special is not transmitted see is notified as soon as possible of
$10310.1. all aircraft mishaps.

(10) Miscellaneous. Any other meteoro- (2) Local observations for purposes
logical situation that in the opinion other than those listed in (1) above
of the observer is of importance to may be taken as requested. The re-
the safety or efficiency of aircraft cording of such observations on
operations, WBAN Form 10 is left to the judg-

ment of the observer.
9140. Local Observations. Local ob-

servations may be taken at any weather
observing station. The elements included
in these c bservations are specified in
Table 9-1, "Content of Aviation Obser-
vations."

lIf the special is nvt transmitted, See

110310.1.
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9150. Check Observations. Where (b) a 50% increase or decrease in
scheduled aviation weather broadcasts wind speed or a change of 10
are made, take a check observation as knots at the time of bothobser-
near to broadcast time as practicable vations.
(at least within 20 minutes), unless all
personnel on duty are engaged in other (c) 0,02" in altimeter setting.
higher priority duties, e.g., taking a
pilot balloon observation. (3) Whenever changes in remarks are

considered operationally significant
9151. Entries on WBAN-10.Ifanavia- (see instructions for entry of re-

tion observation has been taken within marks in Chapters 1-8).
20 minutes of broadcast time, or the
broadcast 2 cannot be made because of 9152. Contents. Include appropriate
equipment failure, omit the observation elements in accordance with Table 9-1,
and, in the case of equipment failure, unless otherwise authorized.
enter an explanatory note on WBAN- 10.

9200. SYNOPTIC OBSERVATIONS) 9151.1. Check observations should be
recorded on WBAN-10 and disseminated 9210. Data for synoptic observations
as a local or special whenever a change are observed andevaluated in accordance
requires a local or special, in accordance with instructions in this manual, for the
with $9130 and 9140. elements specified in separate coding

instructions. Where aviation- weather
9151.2. Check observations will be en- observations are taken, code synoptic

tered on WBAN-10: observation from entries on WBAN Form
10 for corresponding "R" or "RS" obser-

(1) Whenever any of the following ele- vations, and enter the coded data on the
ments have changed by a reportable immediately following line of WBAN
amount 2 since the preceding aviation Form 10. Temperature in the PPPTT
observation: group and dew point in the TdTdapp

group of the synoptic observation will
(a) Ceiling or heights of other sky be entered in Celsius code figures.

cover (see Table 1-10). When the synoptic observation differs
in anr respect from corresponding ele-

(b) Sky cover amounts (see Table ments of the aviation observation be-
I-8). cause of rapidly changing conditions,

explain briefly in Block 90.
(c) Prevailing visibility (see Table

2-1). 9211. (WB) Retain a copy of each
synoptic observation, as transmitted,

) (d) Weather and obstruction to for at least 30 days:
vision (see Tables 3-5 and 3-6).

(1) where TelAutograph is used in lieu
(2) Whenever changes since the preced- of Form 630-4 (see &!10352.).

ing aviation observation exceed:
5 (2) where observing and colamunica-

(a) 22-1/2' in wind direction, for tions duties are performed by the
wind speeds above 10 knots, same personnel.

2 TelAutograph copy, WBAN Form 10, oi-
A reportable amount is any amount of change in Form 630-4 may be retained, providedan element, that would be reported by a value
that diffe "s from the one used in the immediately the entries are legible.
preceding observation, where the values used are

X taken from a table of selected values appropriate
to the element reported, e.g.. the tables specified
ir 19151.2.

iI
f1
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9300. MIDNIGHT OBSERVATIONS 9500. CONTROL TOWER
OBSERVATIONS

9310. At midnight, LST, take an obser-
vation of MAX. and MIN. temperatures 9510. (AF) Inaccordance withAFM
and precipitation, where personnel are on 60-5, certified control-tower personnel
duty at that time. 1 Synoptic and aviation will maintain a continuous meteorolog-
observations scheduled for OOOOLST con- ical watch, giving careful attention to
stitute the source of most midnight data; visibility, wind direction and speed, and
however, temperature extremes andpre- gustiness, as well as to ceiling, sky
cipitation data (110150) will be taken to condition and other weather of signifi-
complete midnight data. Record the data cance to aircraft operations, such as
on forms for the day ending at the time thunderstorms, freezing rain, showers,
they are taken, i.e., for the hour 2400LST etc. They will report any apparent dif- ..
of the day of record (I11102). In time fe-rences to the weather observer on
zones where midnight data are entered duty.
in Cols. 42-58, on line 4, (e.g., CST
zone), omit entries on the lines labeled 9520. (WB,N) Certified control-tower
"Mid to" and "Mid." per:sonnel take observations of visibility

at the control-tower level whenever the
9400. RUNWAY OBSERVATIONS visibility (prevailing) at the weather

station level is less than 4 miles (see
9410. (WB) At designated civil sta- 12511).

tions, append runway observations, as
remarks, to all observations (R, S, /, 9600. JOINT-USE AIRWAY
or L), in accordance with separate OBSERVATIONS
instructions.

9610. (WB-1) A joint-use station is
a Weather Bureau station separately des-
ignated to provide weather information
for civil and military operations. A care-
ful watch for weather changes will be
maintained with full cognizance of both
civil and military criteria for special
and local observations.

1(FAA) Applicable only to designated
stations.
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/4 Indicator that the 0°C iso- 10180. Miscellaneous Appended Data.
therm was crossed 4 times;
i.e., that there are two in- * 10181, (AF, N) Runway Surface Con-
versions, both crossing the dition and Runway Condition Reading.
o*C isothe rm. Runway surface condition and runway

condition reading data, when provided
(3) RADAT ZERO by the Base Operations Officer, will

be entered on WBAN Form 10 for long-
ZERO indicates that all portions line dissemination only:

of the sounding are colder
than 0 0 C (1) In single element special format,

using Cols. 1, 2 and 13 (ascribed
10161.1. When an hour or more elapses time is entered in Col. 2, in accord-

between time balloon first reached 0OC ance with Introduction 14.0.C.), or
isotherm and time of transmission of
the data in an iviation observation, add (2) If an R, RS, or S aviation observation
a time group (his., minutes GMT, 24-hr. is being prepared at the time these
clock) to indicate the time balloon first data are received, they will be ap-
reached 00 C isotherm; e.g., RADAT pended to the aviation observation in
20/041/2 123 7. the order specified in 11I0211.

10161.2. Transmit RADAT IISG when 10181.1. (AF, N) Runway surface con-
the sounding is terminated before the 0°C dition and runway condition reading data
isotherm is reached, or when a scheduled will not be disseminated over local
release is not made. weather dissemination systems, except

whei , a single teletypewriter tape is used
10162. ICING DATA. The altitude of for both localand longline dissemination.

icing determined in accordance with the Af'er initial longline dissemination,
Manual of Radiosonde Observations, will these data will be appended to subsequent
be coded in hundreds of feet MSL, pre- hourly aviation observations until the
ceded by the identification groupRAICG, data are amended or cancelled by the
and followed by the altitude indicator Base Operations Officer. These data are
MSL (mean .ea level), e.g., RAICG coded on the basis of the following:
13 ... ISL to indica',,? "icing above 1300
feet above mean sea level." (1) Runway Surface Conditions.

10162,1. Add the group "SNW" to re- (a) Wet Runway = WR
port reduced ascensional rate apparently
owing in part to snow, e.g., RAICG (b) Slush on Runway =SLR
13 MNSL SNW,

(c) Loose Snow on Runway LSR
10162.2. When anhour )rmore elapses

between time balloon reaches icing level (d) Packed Snow on Runway PSR
and time of the aviation observation in
which it is transmitted, add F time (e) Ice on Runway = IR
group to indicate the time at which icing
was first indicated, e.g., RAICG 13 MSL f) Append "P" when conditions are
SNW 0635; omit the group whenever a patchy.
time group is included in the freezing
level data. (2) Runway Condition Reading. A two-

digit number between 02 and 26 fol-
10170. Decoding Aid (TA 631-0-1). De- lowing the runway surface condition

coding informatioi for aviation weather code.
reports is contained in TA 631-0-1, Ex-
planation of Teletypewriter WeatherRe- * (3) Appended "SANDED" to coded data
ports, These aids a- e available n limited when applicable.
quantity through normal procurement
channels to supplement pilot-briefing ac-
tivities. " 1
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EXAMPLES (b) (WB) Append to the 1600 GMT
observation, at designated sta-

PSR 15 Packed snow on runway; decel- tions, at 4-week intervals be-
erometer reading of 15. ginmnig with 1he first Wednesday

of each calendar year.

IR08P Ice on rum, ay: deccle roui ir,
reading of B. Conditions patchy. (c) (WB) Whenever a reportable

numerical value is obtained, or

LSR20 Loose snow on runway; decel- under tht. special conditions
erometer reading of 20. specified WBM III-D-61 append

reports hourly as long as avia-
* IR05P SANDED = Ice on runway, decel- lion observations are trans-

erometer reading of 5. Condi- mitted.
tion patchy, runway sanded.

10200. FORMAT AND CONTENT

10182. (AF, WE). K Data (Radiation
Intensity Level). Where nuclear radi- 10210. General. Group elements of an
ation intensity leve! is reported: aviation observation as illustrated below,

with a slant or space separating numer-

(1) Encode the observed values as fol- ical data that might otherwise be mis-
lows: interpreted. Use a slant and a space to

separate the coded remarks (especially

(a) When the radiation level is the "app" group), from preceding coded
"zero," to the nearest roentgen elements of the report. Use M to indicate

per hour, encode the level as that data normally transmitted preceding
RZERO. remarks (includingestimatedvalues) are

missing; transmit an "", as specified in
(b) For values from one through subparagraphs of S10150, to indicate

999 roentgens/hr., use the code missing additive data (see appropriate
group RIII, and encode III, as communications manuals).
the hundreds, tonis and unit ci-
phers of the observed level, to EXAMPLE
the nearest roentgen/hr., e.g.,
R012 for 12r./hr. DCA 012 271/74/58/0708/0321503

(c) For values that exceed 999 10211. Insofar as data are available
r./hr., subtract the thousands and transmission authorized, appenddata
value and code the excess as in in the suggested follo\ ing order:
(b), above. Add the thousands
value in plain language (e.g., (1) RVR or runway visibility.
R127 PLUS 1000 to report a (2) Obscuring phenomena.
level of 1127r./hr.). (3) Wind shifts.

(4) iAF) Magnetic wind.
(2) When the K data are not available, (5) MSL heights of bases and tops of

use the code group "RI / I". sky-cover layers not visible at sta-
tions.

(3) Append the appropriate code group (6) Remarks pertaining to preceding
from (1) or (2), above, to aviation coded elements.
weather observations, in the order (7) 3- and 6-hourly scheduled code
specified in $10211 (e.g., following groups.
PIREP data when available), as fol- (8) Raob data (RADAT and RAICO).
lows: (9) (WB, AF) RAREP.

(a) (A F) Stations within the CON US, (10) PIREP.
append A Ston t16h0GMT obser- (11) (AF, N) Runway conditions and
append to the 1600 .Tbraking action.
vation at 4-wiek intervals be- (12) (AF, WB) K Data - lllGroup.
ginning with the first Wednesday (13) (WB) NOTAM.
of each calendar year.
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10300. DISSEMINATION (2) Weather, obstructions to vision,
and wind data from observation

10310. General. Transmit synoptic and not transmitted, insofar as it
record or special aviation observations does not duplicate data included
by teletypewriter or radio where avail- in remarks in accordance with
able. When transmission is delayeciuntil $3920, i.e., does not duplicate
time for the next record or special obser- appropriate remarks pertaining
vation, transmit only thb latest observa- to:
tion and enter "FIBI" on WBAN Form 10
following the observation not transmit- (a). tornadoes reported by pub-
ted. When FIBI specials do not pertainto lic (S3920(l,c)).
data referred to in$10310.1(A). transmit
later specials over longlines only when (b) ending or disappearance of
the overall change betweenthe last trans- tornadoes (U3920(I,b)), or
mitted report and the current report thunderstorms (U3920(2,b))-
equals or exceeds the criteria for a spe-
cial observation. Donot FIB. a record ob- (c) (WB.N) times of beginning
servation (hourly) unless a later record and ending of precipitation
observation is available for trans- (13920(4,g)).
mission.

EXAMPLES
(WB--1) Transmit special hurricane ob-

servations in accordance with WBM SPECIAL AT 1957Z:
I1I-B-5101 and 5107.

S 137 M15@21HW+ 5225Q55/wSHFT 1952
10310.1. Whenever a special observa- (F I BI)

tion pertaining to one or more of the ele- SPECIAL AT 1948?:
ments specified in (A) is not transmitted.
include the portions of the special speci- S 1 -418 M2ODOHw- ;21 5/1937 fiW+
fied in (B) as remarks in the nexttrans- 5225Q55 WSHFT 1932
mitted observation:

10310.2. When pilots' nr radar reports
CA) Data not transmitted in original spe- of heights of bases of layers not visible

cial observation: at the station from the surface, and
reports of the tops of layers have been

(1) Tornadoes, including water- coded in a special observation, recode
spouts and funnel cloud and transmit them in the next record
(29131(5)). observation also, unless later informa-

tion indicates the report is no longer
(2) Thunderstorms ($9131(6)). considered valid,

(3) Precipitation (99131(7)). 10311. (AF) Transmission and dis-
semination priority for aviation weather

(4) Wind and wind Shifts (99131(0)). observations:

(WB, N) Pressure jump (1) Local Control Agencies (Tower,
(W B N) resure umpGCA, RAPCON, GCD.(17630(4) and 9131(9)).

(B) Data related to (A), reported as re-
marks in next transmitted observa-
tion in following format:

(1) Local time of observation which
was not transmitted.

WN
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(2) Command Control Nets (SAGE, Tac- (2) By a single bruadcast-type commun-
tical Loop, etc.) ications system, when available, to

as many other interests desiring
(3) Longline communications, them as possible.

* 10320, Local Dissemination. 1 The fol- (3) By other available communications
lowing ino-r-mation will be disseminated methods to local interests desiring
to local interests in accordance with the information as time and work-
U10320.1: load permits.

(1) All record and special observations. 10320.2. Other observations may be
(2) disseminated locally as needed. Regard-

*(2) Local observations as follows: ing PIREPS not incorporated in, or
appended to scheduled aviation observa-

(a) All local observations taken in tions, see $12210.Iaccordance with paragraph 9141
(1) may be disseminated or not 10320.3. Disseminate runway obser-
at the discretion of the ob- vations locally in accordance with Sec.
server. 9400.

(b) Other observations may be dis- 10321.1. (AF) TelAutograph Relay.
seminated locally as needed, Indicate time of observation preceding
this includes local observations weather data. Add time of transmission
taken in accordance with para- and initials of observer, as last items of
graph 9141(2). Do not transmit the transmission.
remarks, recorded for record

purposes only, such as ACFT 10321.2. (AF) Voice Relay. Where
MISHAP, voice relay is used, use a "read-back"

system to insure that the observation has
(3) Remarks considered operationally been correctly recorded at receivingend.

significant, either as a part of (1) Also, maintain a log, or tape recordings
and (2) above, or separately when where available, to indicate:
available.

(1) Time of the observation (from Col. 2
(4) (AF) The time prefix assigned toall of WBAN Form 10).

observations will bc in GMT for
dissemination purposes. (2) Time the observation was trans-

mitted to the tower, or -ther local
10320.1. Disseminate the information agencies, and the initi of the

specified in 10320 as follows: individual receiving the obervation.

(1) Immediately to any control tower, (3) Reasons for delays or non-delivery

GCA units or other air-ground corn- of observation.
munications position (i.e., ahead of
longline dissemination). At Air (4) Initials of observer making entries.

Force stations special observations
will be disseminated prior to re-
cording the datum on WBAN Form
10. The time of observation will be
the time the phenomenon requiring
the special was first observed.

Not applicable at civil A-type stations.

i

I!
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11000. GENERAL Each entry should be of sufficient size
as to fill approximately three-fourths of

te010.* Scope. nstructions in this chap- the vertical space between the lines on
ter relate primarily to entry of nonmete- the form.
orological data. Consult chapters 1- 8 for
instructions relating to entry on WBAN * 11021.1. (AF) Use either a fine, ball-
Form 10 of elements discussed in these point, black ink pen, orblack-leaddraw-
chapters. ing pencil (Venus 2H or equivalent), as

1 eo Flong as all data for the record day are
11020. Preparation of WBAN Form10: entered using the same type of writing

(1) WBAN Forms 10A and 10B are used instrument.
at stations providei with a mercury 11022. Slants. Enter slants to sepa-
barometer, including us. by FAA and rate data in accordance with Chapter 10
SAWRS at combined W/B/FAA and at stations where WBAN Form is used
WB/SAWR stations (see (3), below, directly by the communications operator.
also).

11023. Missing Data. Enter "M" in in-
(2) (WB) WBAN Form 10D (WB Form dividual columns to indicate that data

500-10) is prepared in accordance-- - ,normally entered on WBAN Form 10] in-
with instructions in W/B Manual, cluding estimated data, are missing or

F= ,gIII-E-1009, "a" and "c" and Exhibit are considered erroneous, except that
III-E-10-2. It is prepared by Weath- "/" will be entered in 3- and 6-hourly
er Bureau personnel for FAA,SAWR, code groups, in Col. 13, as specified in
A- and SA-type 2d-order stations, $10150-60. Explain the necessity for

(3) (LAWR, SAWR, A) WBAN Form lOA "M" or '" entries briefly in Block 90 of
only is used at civil SAWR, LAWR WBAN Form lOB at WB first-ordersta-
and A-type stations that do not have tions; in Col. 13 (in parentheses) of
a mercury barometer. Data for sev- WBAN Form 10A at civil A, LAWR and
eral days of the same month maybe SAWR stations; and in the "Remarks,
entered on each form. Enter month, notes and miscellaneous phenomena"
day and year on the line preceding block at WBAN Form 10 (FAA) stations.
the observations for each day. , 11024. Statistical Data. Data entered

(4) WBAN Form 10 (FAA) is used at in parentheses are for statistical pur-
designated FAA stations. Enterdata poses only, and are not tobe transmitted
in Cols. 41-70 on the page in use at over longline teletypewriter circuits.
the time of observation. 11025. Late Observations. When an

-i Prrn--'e WBANT Forn' AA, and 10 observation i~takenlate(i:LAD")andno
t " P ,:'P '0 . in cluphecate, at leas (see Lpp e, 'no,,.vovu d n _

511030). Unless otherwise specified the scheduled time, enter the entire ob-

start a new page each day with the servation in black ink and enclose in

first observation having an ascribed parentheses. When conditions have4o )time that is) both: changed appreciably since the scheduled

(a) late thn00 LT time, estimate the conditions probable ..
later than 0000 LST, and at the observation time, using recording

(b) later than the ascribed time of instruments wherever possible, and en-
the observation having a stand- ter the observation in red pencil. The ob-
ard (reference) time of 0000 servation will be used for computation of

LST. sums and averages.

11021. LeLgjby. Enter observations 11026. Corrections. Enter corrected
in chronologiTcalorder, using a fine, ball- data as follows:
point, black-ink pen and enough pressure (1) For errors discovered in Cols. 1
to ensure satisfactory carbon copies. If thru 13 of WBAN Form t0 and cor-
a ball-point pen is not available, use a rected before the report is dissem-
black-lead drawing pencil (Venus 2H or nated, either locally or longline:

4equivalent). Data entered should be easily
read and deciphered, and restricted, so (a) Erase the erroneous entries
far as possible, to the appropriate column from all copies and record cor-
as indicated in the columnar heading, rected data in black; or
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(b) Draw a line thru the erroneous (b) Draw a line thru the erroneous
entries and record corrections entries and record corrected
in black i-- the appropriate data directly above it on all
blocks on toe same or next line. copies.

(2) For errors in Cole. I thru 13 of 11026.1. (WB) Form 920-9 and Punched
W13AN Form 10 discovered after re- Cards. Upon receipt of Form 920-9 at
port is disseminated, either locally civil stations, except FAA, correct re-
or longline: tained copies of WBAN Form 10 in red.

If any corrections appear to be erron-
(a) Draw a red line thru theerron- eous, the form may be returned to the

eous entry and record correc- originating station (NWRC, or supervis-
tion in red above it on all copies. ing stations for SAWR and A-type sta-
If insufficient space is avail- tions) with appropriate comments; other-
able, enter correction, appro- wise:
priately identified in Col. 13, wise
e.g., SLPRES 196, DWPNT 57, (1) At first-order stations, retain the
ALSTG 969, etc. forms until inspected bya field aide,

(b) (WB, N) Record the corrected or 6 months, after which they may be

rep(rt NRe Form 10 orremit- destroyed. The punched cards mayreport on WBAN Form 10, om- be destroyed after corrections have
ting an entry in Col. I and enter- been made on WBAN Form 10,hv
ing the ascribed time (LST) of
the corrected report in Col. 2. (2) At FAA and other second-ordersta-
Disregard columnar headings tions, retain the form until inspected
and continue with the contrac- by a field aide, or for 90 days, after
tion "COR" and the type and which they may be destroyed.
time (GMT) of the original re- 11027. (WB) RecordObservations Dur-
port. This time shall be the ingPibals. Enter data pertaining to a rec-
scheduled time of transmission ord observation omitted during a pibal as
for "R" and "RS" reports and follows:
the ascribed time for "S" re-
ports. Follow with a contraction (1) Enter "R" in Col. 1.
for and the value of theelement (2) Enter, in Cola, 2 and 16, the refer-
being corrected, c.g., ALSTG ence time of the sequence in which
969, DWPNT 57, etc. Ifthecor- the omitted observation normally
rected report is a complete re- would have appeared.
port, enter each element of the
obscrvation in the appropriate (3) Enter data pertaining tW ceiling, sky,
column on the next line. visibility, weather and obstructions

to vision, and clouds and obscuring
* (c) (AF) If the correction is trans- phenomena in the appropriate col-

mitted over longline teletype- unas. These data will be observed
writer circuits, enter "COR" in during the pibal at the scheduled
red, in Col. 13, followed by time of the omitted observation.
either the filing time where the
report is delivered to communi- (4) Use thermograph and recording
cations personnel, or the actual telepsychrometer data in obtaining
time of transmission where the dry-bulb and dew-point values when
observer transmits the report, available. Otherwise, obtain these
When the correction is only dis- values to tenths of a degree by in-
seminated locally, enter the ac- terpolating between the dew point

f tual time of localdissemination and ory-bulb of observations im-
following "COR". mediately preceding and following

(the missing observation. Enter these
(3) Where WBAN Form lOB is prepared data to whole degrees in Cola. 7 and

errors discovered, either prior to 8, and to tenths of a degree in Col.
or after local or longline dissem- 18. When the dew point is obtained
ination, should be corrected in black by inte copt te
- by interpolation, compute the wet-

as follows: bulb values from psychrometric ta-

(a) Erase the erroneous entries and bles using interpolated dry-bulb and
record corrected data, or dew point and enter it in Col. 19.

When the interpolated dew point is
below 32', use Table 5-2 (Dew
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Group" of the combined Surf Code 11207.5. (WP-1, N) Symbol Ds . Angle
(SURFCO), Enter it every 6 hours at sta- of breakx '. ;ith the beach and direction

t tions (and ships when appropriate) with of wave travel (referred to observer on
means of observing surf condition, beach facing the sea) to be enteredin ac-

cordance with Table 11-6.
11207.1. (WB-1,N) Primary Surf Data

Group. A five-figure code group, symbol IAI,,. - (D I
T6ER H sIM 6Ps Ds '

C-. Ang]I- , rc u r% LI III t .1,. Angle, f brul- ero Ih
11207.2. (WB-1,N) SymbD4 Hs H Av- ...... _....,

erage height of waves in feet. Ninety-nine A- ,'..
I. " I r . Ib

indicates average height impossible to I I"' up ,. ,

- estimate. Two figures to be entered for C t,. ut, pi"to,.,1 -
4 1lt fu . hut vicd., .. -H) / ht tph h,.hE

whole feet. / ..... .. I"' of"

EXAMPLES

11207.6. Miscellaneous. Cola. 57-58)
01 for I foot, 12 for 12 feet, etc. Any data needed locally may be entered

in Cols. 57-58. Identify the data in the
11207.3. (WB- 1,N) Symbol Ms. Differ- column headings.

ence between height of maximum waves
and average waves in a 5-minute interval 11208. Thickness of lce on Water. (Col.
to be entered in accordance with Code 74) At designated stafions-,enter--'[isda-
Table 11-4. turn to the nearest inch. Determine thick-

ness from a representative ice layer on
Tob ,., 1 -IS r fM a nearby river, lake, or harbor free of

Dff ......, 1 ...,ght D~ff..... b.1[N- -n h,1gh artificial influence (such as dredging).
.1 nd-,1,0, .. . . .' C-k ,--al....... . . Use an ax or augur to cut a hole in the

-N. -.- ice, and measure thickness with a suit-

' I fr.a able rod or rule. (If a new hole is notI I (6- , " (rt'rI Van 8 ft-et

I, ,. It.n." cut for each measurement, allow for any

4 4 ", ," artificial accretion of ice rear thehole).
% 5 feet 1*1,.,hi, Measure each Monday near local noon,. Ib b feet an, . t . .. in.

7 7 feet. ,.. . s'-d more frequently if ice conditions __

...e changing rapidly, or if specifically
requested.

OF

• " 11207.4. (WB- I, N)S 5 Period, 11209. (WB- 1) Frozen Ground Layer.
i.e., time between passage of successive Gals. 75- 78)At designated stati0-e
breakers at a fixed point to be entered in this datum to the nearest whole inch.

accordance with Code Table 11-5.

Table II-5. S,.,tWI 1 11210. WB-1) River Gage. (Col. 77)
_-. _____ At Weather Buregim'first-orer stations

.. ,I , .,,. I.. e , . ... .. ,,, befoUL where a river gage is read, enter the
ru~.kru No breakr river gage reading to the nearest 0.1

U.,
~

,~I1. : ,I I , 1 ,0),1 . foot.

2 II..Ond.. a G -4 rc.,I , n 18 .- ~4II..
3 9 r ....... -I.-b', I,- - 11211. Miscellaneous. (Cols. 80-81)4L ,nda

Except in accordance-With 14380, any
LW_____ -------__- data needed locally may be entered in

Cols. 80 and 81. Identify the data in the
column headings.

-. - - _ _ _ _ _
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11212. (AF) Remarks, Notes and Mis- 11220. (AF) Requiredentries onWBAN
cellaneous Phenomena. (Col. 90). Note Form 10 oi- equivalent form are limitedtimes of equipment outages and changes to Cols. 17, 21, 42, 44, 45, 69, 71-73,

from one instrument measuring system and Block 90.
or location to another, by identifying the
systems involved, and reasonforchange, (1) Entries in Col. 17 will be made for
i.e., each 3- and 6-hourly observation.

0649 AN/TMQ-I1 readings suspected to (2) Entries in Col. 21 will be made for
be too high, standby sling psy- each hour.
chrometer being used.

(3) Entries in Cols. 42, 44, 45, 68 and
0815 AN/TMQ-11 checked out O.K., use 69 will be made only when precipi-

of sling psychrometerdiscontinued. tation has occurred during the ap-
propriate period.

0902 RBC Runway 1 ; inoperative,
changed to RBC Runway 31. 11221. (AF) Additional entries are au-

thorized on WBAN Form 10 provided:
1416 Runway 13 instruments changed to

Runway 31, primary runwayinuse. (1) A justified request for data from the
supported agency is on file and the

1829 AN/GMQ-I0 inoperative, no signal data are not recorded elsewhere,orindicated.
(2) The barograph is used in place of the

Additional entries will be made in ac- aneroid barometer for the routine
cordance with separate chapter instruc- determination of pressure. Specific
tions; to describe significant meteoro- entries will include Cols. 59 through
logical conditions which are not of cur- 65.
rent operational value; and to describe
conditions which would affect the ac-
curacy of representativeness of the re-I_ corded observations. All time entries
will be made in local standard time.

ii

L -. ., - - ~ ---. ,- - ,- - . -

__ _ 2
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12000. GENERAL plain language or authorized contractions
in accordance with 112110. Other ele-

12010. General. Pilot's reports of me- ments that will be encoded when available
teorological phenomena encountered in and diss6minated when valid include
flight are termed PIREPS. These reports TORNADOES 'or waterspouts), LINES
are an extremely valuable source of in- of thunderstorms (or squall lines), and
formation that often is not otherwise widespread duststorms or sandstorms
available. Observers will cooperate to in which the visibility is reduced to less
the fullest extent possible with pilots and than two miles.
with ground personnel to secure anddis-
seminate available pilots' reports 12120. Arrangemeny of Elements. In-

*promptly. (See Sec. 12200 for dissemin- sert a standard weather heading ahead of
ation instructions.) text, in messages prepared for longline

circuits (see Communications manuals).
12011. P'REPS are encoded and die- General order and content of text (for

seminated in the PIREP format specified coding, see 112121-12127),
in 112120. PIREPS of the height of bases
and tops of sky-cover layers are encoded (1) Station identification.

in R, RS, and S aviation observations,
when valid, in accordance with $1450. (2) The term PIREP.
These sky-cover data will always be en-
tered on WBAN Form 10-A in accord- (3) (WB, N) GMT of entry of report on
ance with 11612. WBAN -12 (where this form is not

used, enter time that report is pre-
12011.1. (AF) All PIREPS given local pared for transmission.or longline dissemination will be record-

Ld on WBAN- 12. (4) Location or extent of phenomena rel-
ative to an observing station or other

12100. CODING nationally known poiin; by conver-
sion of data reported relative to a

12110. General. Express all refer- fanmarker or intersection, if neces-
ences to heights of phenomena encoun- sary. Express alldistances innauti-
tered in flight in hundreds of feet to the cal miles; except, report visibility
nearest hundred above mean sea level . statute miles.

Use authorized weather symbols (with
appropriate intensity indicator), inter- (5) GMT (Table 11-1) of pilot's obser-
national cloud abbreviations, and word vation, if known.
and phrase contractions; or if they are
lacking, complete words. Use "U' for (6) Phenomena reported.
"intensity unknown", following type of
phenomena and separated by a space. (7) Altitude of phenomena in hundreds

of feet above MEAN SEA LEVEL
12111. Specific instructions relating (MSL).

to the coding of selected meteorological
elements are contained in712121-12127. (8) Type of aircraft in reports of turbu-
Other elements of meteorological or op- lence, condensation trails, and icing
erational importance will be reported in only; if unknown, report "ACFT
the format specified in 512120, using UNKN".

Repeat items (4) to (8), as necessary, to
report multiple phenomena, or phenom-
ena occurring at different times or

'Pilot reports of cloud heights used as a ceiling places.
in aviation observations will be .anverted to
feet above the surface and coded in accordance

-with 150 -1.-
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12121. Icing. Use the contraction "ICG" LGT TURBC=Light turbulence.
with indication of intensity and type, if MDT TURBC=Moderate turbulence.
known. For example: SVR TURBC=Severe turbulence.

EXTI{,M TURBC = Extreme turbu-
TRACE ICGfTrace of ice. lence.
LGT RIME ICG=Light rime icing

condition. When clear air turbulence is reported,
MDT ICG-Moderate icing condition. use the abbreviation "CAT" preceded by
HVY ICG-Heavy icing condition, an indication of intensity, e.g., "MDT

CAT".
EXAMPLES

12123.1. (AF) When PIREPS of clear
The pilot of a Stinson, flying between air turbulence are reported, use the con-
Seattle and Oakland, reports to Medford traction "CAT", and when available, code
that at 0700 PST he encountered light and report the proximity of clouds in
icing conditiuns 5 to 20 miles north of addition to the elements specified in

Eugene, Ore., at 2000 feet MSL: 512120.

MFR PIREP 1515 5-20 N EUG EXAMPLES
1500 LGT ICG 20 STSN

BLV PIREP 1415 50N STL 1345
The pilot of an F-51 flying between Oak- MDT CAT 440 F-104
land and Burbank reports an encounter
with heavy icing conditions at 0925 PST BLV PIREP 50-IOOS MLI 1745
over mountains north of Burbank; top of MDT CAT 400 F-101
icing at 11,500 MSL, base 10,000: CI ABV IAS 390

BUR PIREP 1731 MTNS N 1UR EXAMPLES
1725 HVY ICG 100-115 F-51

A pilot reports to Atlanta, Ga., that his
12122. Electrical Discharge or Light- C-54 encountered extreme turbulence at

ning Stroke - termed "DISCHARGE". 2330 CST, 10 miles northeast of Knox-

EXAMPLES 
ville, Tenn., at 6000 feet MSL:

ATL PIREP 0535 10 NE 'IYS

A pilot flying a P2V between Richmond, 0530 EXTRM TURBC 60 C54
Va., and Washington, D. C., reports to
Washington that at 1620 EST his air- The pilot of a DC-3 flying at 10,000 feet
craft experienced an electrical discharge MSL through Donner Summit Pass,
20 miles south of Washington at an alti- Calif., reports to Reno, Nev., that light
tude of 5000 feet MSL: turbulence is being experienced 1050

PST:

DCA PIREP 2129 20 S DCA 2120
DISCHARGE 50 RNO PIREP 1855 OVR DONNER

SUMMIT 1850 LOT TURBC 100
The pilot of a liaison aircraft en route DC3
from St. Louis , Mo., to Chicago, Ill.,
reports to Chicago that , 1515 CST his

plane experienced an electrical dis-
charge over the Kankak. e River at an Al-
titude of 2500 feet MSL|

MDW PIREP 2135 15 S JOT 2115

a DISCHARGE '15

12123. Turbulence. Use the contraction
"TURBC' 'precededby an indication of in-
tensity as illustrated in the following list:
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12124. Hail. Use weathpr symbol "A". (Note: Intervals specified in Table 1-10
NOTE thaf-second example illustrates for reporting heights of clouds above sta-
PIREP of multiple phenomena, e.g..tur- tions are not applicable to pilot's re-
bulence, rain, hail, and electrical dis- ports.)
charge:

EXAMPLES EXAMPLES

The pilot of a DC-4 reports to Omaha, The pilot of a C- 123 flying over Temple,
Nebr., at 1617 CST that he is flying Tex., at 0613 CST reports to Houstonthe
through moderate hail 10 miles south at top of an overcast at 8500 feet MSL:
an altitude of 3500 feet MSL: IOU PIREP 1218 OVR TPL 1213

OMA PIREP, 2219 10 S OMA 2217 C)85
A 35 If the plane had been 15 miles southeast

At 1628 -CST he reports light hail, heavy of Temple when the pilot determined the
rain, and extreme turbulence at 3000 feet height of the top of the overcast, the coded

-- MSL, 15 miles southwest of Omaha, and report would read:
J that at 5000 feet MSL his plane had ex- O PIREP 1218 15 SE TPL

perienced a discharge:~1213 0)85

OMA PIREP 2235 15 SW OMA
2228 EXTRM ^I 'RBC R+A 30 A pilot of a DC-3 flying over Washington,
DISCHARGE 50 DC4 D. C. reports at 1110 EST to Washington

that the ceiling is 1500 feet MSL, and top
12125. Winds Aloft: of overcast 4500 feet MSL:

-~ DCA PIREP 1618 OVR DCA 1610
(1) Use the contraction "WND". 15$ 4515 0 45

(2) Code true direction from which the A pilot flying between Casper andSheri-
wind is blowing in three figures rep- dan, Wyo., reports to Sheridan that the
resenting the degrees, of the corn- cloud base of an overcast layer over Kay-
pass, to the nearest 10 degrees. cee is 14,000 feet MSL. The type of air-

craft was not reported, nor the time of
(3) Use figures to code the wind speed the observation.

i. knts
in XMPoE SHR PIREP 0150 65 S SHR 1400

EXAMPLES 12126.1. (AF) Heights of bases of sky-

At 0845 CST the pilot of a C54 reports cover layers not visible at the stationor
to Bismarck, N, Dak., that he is encoun- of tops that are observed within 20 nauti-
tering an 82-knot wind 30 miles west of cal miles of the airport (cirriform lay-
Bismarck at 6000 feet MSL, wind direc- ers within 50 miles) will be appended to
tion 80 degrees: the aviation observation in accordance

BIS PIREP 1450 30 W BIS 1445 with 11450.

WND 080 82 KT 60 12127. Condensation Trails. Use the

At 1215 CST the pilot of a P2V reports, term "CONTRAILS", followed by altitude
to Madison, Wis., a 72-knot wind from in hundreds of feet MSL at which pilot
240 degrees, 20 miles southeast of the reports CONTRAILS occurred, and type
station, at 8500 feet MSL: of aircraft when available.

MSN PIREP 1825 20 SE MSN 1815 EXAMPLES
WND 240 72 KT 85. A pilot of an F-86 30 miles southof Oma-

12126. Bases and Tops of Sky Coyer ha, Nebr., at 1425 CST reports CON-
12126 TRAILS at 45,000 feet MSL:

-) Use appropriate sky-cover symbols, en-
ter height of base preceding the amount OMA PIREP 2028 30 S OMA 2025
symbol, and height of top following the CONTRAILS 450 F86
amount symbol, in hundreds of feet MSL.

I



12200. DISSEMINATION 12210.3. (AF, N) Pilot reports of
weather condition-, considered to be 01)-

12210. Gener-al. Dlisseminate PIRI2PS erationally significant to local airfield
both locally and onl longline teletype- oper-tions will be appended to or- trans-
w'riter circuits inacc'ordance witlithe in- mitted as u special observation (refer-
structions in this section. Trwo or more~ ence 9 131(10)). This information will
PIRIEPS may be combined in PIREP for-- also be given lon1gline dissemination as
mat to avoid reoetition of the station a PIREP. See S 2420 for WH3AN Formn 10
identifier or other identical itenis. When coding instructions.
two or more PIREPS contain substantial-
ly the same Linfor-mation dissemiinate omdv 1221. (W11) Pilot's reports will not be
the most recent. Data need not be dinsvii- appended to aviation observations except
inated locally when they are substantially as indicated in $1450.
the same data as disseminated locally
within the past 30 minutes. 12212. (AF, N) Military land stations

will transmit pilot's reports according
12210.1. Pilot reports of the following to AFCSI 105-2 and AWSM 105.2.

hazardov, ; weather phenomena wvill be
diSsBeminated locally and on longline cir- 12213. A pilot's report of sky cover,
cuits in PIREP format: of the type specified in 51450 that has

been di~sseminated at a scan (continuous
(1) Tornadoes, funnel clouds and water- polling) period, will be repeated in tile

spouts. tnext record observation in accordance
w ith S 1612.

(2) Li,ies of thunderstorms o. line
squalls. 12300. WBAN- 12 (AF, N)

(3) Widespread dust or sandstorms in 12310. (AF, N) WBAN- 12, Pilot Re-
which visibility is less than two ports will oe maintained in as many
miles. copies an dleemed necessary to effective-

ly handle the flow of pilot re-ports within
Additionally, pilot reports of tornadoes, the weathe r activity. Fntries will be made
funnel clouds or -waterspouts wil 1be dis- in accurdaince with uluitnt, headings anid
seminated as special observations imac- coding instructions in Sec. 12100.
cordlance with $9131(5) or appended to a
transmitted observation. (1) Time entries in Col. 1 vN ill be inl

GNIT.

* 12210.2 (AF) Pilot reports will be
evaluated by the forecaster to determine (2) Entries in CoIc. 2 and 4 mnay be ex-
the need foi- local dissemination or long- tended into other coluns Onl ot orl
line transmission, Height values of cloud more lines of thle form provided thle
layers visible at the station need not be next required entry is made onl the
evaluated by a forecaster prior to being first succeeding space under the ap-
reported in the aviation observation. propriate column heading.
When a forecaster is not oin duty (or
assigned), all pilot reports will be dis- (3) Long post-flight summaries may be
seiminated locally and over longline entered without regard to column
weather communications circuits, except heading provided all elements are
reports that duplicate previously dis- appropriately idetntified by the i'e-
semninated reports, or reports containing port itself.
only heights of cloud layers (visible at the
station) used in the aviation observation. (4) Completed WBAN- 12 forms are

classified as worksheets and will be
dii posed of in accoz dance with A FM
181-5 or OPNAV INST P3140,32( )
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(5) Omit entries in columns for wh'ch
data are missing.

12400. WI3AN FORM 10

12410. Entries. Sky-cover heights
(bases and topzs)wiJl be entered in Col.
13 in ar',cordance with 51612.

12411. (AF) Pilot's reports appended
to aviation observations will also be given
longline dissemination as a PIREP.
Pilot's reports of sky-cover heights
need not be transmitted as a PIREP
unless considered to be of special opera-
tional significance.

*12420. (AF) Pilot's reports of hazard-
ous weather or conditions considered to
be operationally significant to local air-
field operations will be entered in Col.
13 in accordance with 112120 except that:

(1) The station identifier will be omit-
ted; and

(2) The time of the ,,ilotla observation
will be omitted if made within 20
minutes of the time of the surface
report.
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